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NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF THE ALGEBRAIC FUNDAMENTAL
GROUP OF AFFINE CURVES IN POSITIVE CHARACTERISTIC
AMI´LCAR PACHECO, KATHERINE F. STEVENSON, AND PAVEL ZALESSKII
Abstract. Let pi1(C) be the algebraic fundamental group of a smooth con-
nected affine curve, defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p > 0 of countable cardinality. Let N be a normal (resp. characteristic) sub-
group of pi1(C). Under the hypothesis that the quotient pi1(C)/N admits an
infinitely generated Sylow p-subgroup, we prove that N is indeed isomorphic
to a normal (resp. characteristic) subgroup of a free profinite group of count-
able cardinality. As a consequence, every proper open subgroup of N is a free
profinite group of countable cardinality.
1. Introduction
Let C be a smooth connected affine curve defined over an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic p > 0. Let π1(C) be its algebraic fundamental group. From
the proof of Abhyankar’s Conjecture, it is known which finite groups are quotients
of π1(C) (Harbater [Ha94, Theorem 6.2] and Raynaud [Ra94, corollaire 2.2.2]).
However, not much else is known about the actual structure of the subgroups of
π1(C). The objective of the paper is to give a description of the normal subgroup
structure of the fundamental group π1(C). We study the infinite index normal
subgroup structure of π1(C) and prove that the majority of it coincides with the
infinite index normal subgroup structure of a free profinite group.
Theorem 1.1. Let π1(C) be the algebraic fundamental group of a smooth connected
affine curve C defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0 of
countable cardinality. Let N be a normal (resp. characteristic) subgroup of π1(C)
such that a Sylow p-subgroup Mp of the quotient group M = π1(C)/N is infinitely
generated. Then N is isomorphic to a normal (resp. characteristic) subgroup of a
free profinite group of countable rank.
This gives an almost complete description of such subgroups if one takes into
account the known structure of the normal subgroups of a free profinite group (cf.
[RiZa00, chapter 8]). For example one deduces immediately from Theorem 1.1 the
following result.
Corollary 1.2. Every proper open subgroup of N is a free profinite group of count-
able rank.
In the proof of the above theorem we use a strong result due to Pop [Po95,
Theorem B] which asserts that every finite quasi p-embedding problem of π1(C)
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is properly solvable (cf. also [Ha03, Corollary 4.6]). This result also implies Ab-
hyankar’s conjecture mentioned above. In fact, the latter result provides the
existence of a proper solution for a specific finite quasi-p embedding problem.
Unfortunately, Abhyankar’s conjecture does not hold for smooth connected
projective curves defined over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p > 0. In-
deed, in the case of a finite group that is an extension of a finite group of order prime
to p by a finite p-group, the two first authors established in [PaSt00, Theorem 1.3]
a necessary and sufficient condition (cf. [PaSt00, condition A]) for Abhyankar’s
conjecture to hold for such a group. Subsequently this was extended by Borne
to the case where the first group does not necessarily have order prime to p, using
modular representation theory (cf. [Bo04, Theorem 1.1]).
We also use in the proof of the above theorem the fact that Artin-Schreier
covers of the projective line can be obtained with arbitrarily high genus. These
covers are necessarily wildly ramified at only one point. Even more, there is no finite
e´tale non-trivial cover of the projective line. So, the method used in the proof gives
no information about the validity of a similar result in the case of smooth connected
projective curves defined over algebraically closed fields of positive characteristic. It
remains an open problem whether some other strategy might lead to such a result.
However, there is one reason to be skeptical a priori. In contrast with patching
techniques for affine curves, patching techniques for projective curves do not in
general preserve the base curve.
In fact, the following result was proved in [St96, Theorem 3.1]. Let G be a finite
group and suppose G is generated by two subgroups G1 and G2. Assume that for
i = 1, 2 the group Gi is a Galois group over a smooth connected projective curve
Ci, e´tale except at one point xi ∈ Ci. Moreover assume that the ramification is
tame over each xi with cyclic inertia groups generated by τi ∈ Gi ⊂ G such that
τ1 = τ
−1
2 in G. Then G is realized as an e´tale Galois group over almost all smooth
connected projective curves of genus g1 + g2 where gi the genus of Ci. So, not
only is the base curve not preserved, but also the genus of the curve obtained via
patching techniques grows with respect to those of the original curves.
Nevertheless, results similar to Theorem 1.1, Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 2.9 were
proved for the algebraic fundamental group of smooth connected projective curves
defined over algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero by the third author in
[Za05, Theorem 1.1, Corollary 2.5, Theorem 2.2], respectively. Consider then the
following three objects:
• free profinite groups;
• algebraic fundamental groups of connected projective curves defined over
algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero; and
• algebraic fundamental groups of connected affine curves defined over alge-
braically closed fields of countable cardinality and positive characteristic
p > 0;
The results mentioned above lead us to think that although these three objects
are dissimilar in many ways, when we consider the family of projective normal
subgroups N of each Π such that the quotient Π/N has an infinitely generated
Sylow p-subgroup, this family behaves in exactly the same way in the three cases.
Therefore we say that their “p-deep structure” are alike.
In Section 2 we discuss some preliminaries on profinite group theory, and in
Section 3 we discuss a particular family of finite p-groups related to the group N .
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In Section 4 we solve the embedding problem which suffices to prove Theorem 2.9.
It should be noted that we do not need any further patching result other than
those already present in [Ku06]. We acknowledge the author of the preprint as
having constructed an original solution in the case of the commutator subgroup of
π1(C). One of our contributions was to observe that the gestalt of his construction
did not require any additional information on the Galois groups of the covers.
So we were able to replace finite abelian covers by finite p-covers. It should be
noted however that our Corollary 1.2 implies the main result of Kumar [Ku06,
Theorem 4.1] (cf. Corollary 5.7) and is, in fact, more general than the latter cited
result. Additionally, in his thesis [Ku07, §7.3 and Theorem 7.13] Kumar comments
that his result should hold if one replaces the commutator subgroup by kernel of an
epimorphism of π1(C) to an infinitely generated abelian pro-p group. However, this
result is also a consequence of Theorem 2.9, and we also show in Example 5.9 that
Theorem 2.9 addresses situations which are not covered by the latter comment in
[Ku07]. Finally, in Section 5 we obtain group theoretic consequences from Theorems
2.7 and 2.9, and in the Appendix we rewrite the proof of [Za05, Theorem 2.2]
connecting it with the present paper (cf. Theorem 2.9).
2. Profinite group theory
For the reader’s convenience we review in this section Melnikov’s characteri-
zation of accessible, normal, and characteristic subgroups of free profinite groups.
We restrict the discussion to second countable profinite groups (i.e., groups that
have a countable basis of open subsets), since this is sufficient for our purposes and
simplifies the terminology. Beyond this review, the main function of this section
is to translate the problem of proving that each normal subgroup N of π1(C) is
isomorphic to a normal subgroup of a free profinite group of countable rank into
one of solving finite split embedding problems for N that arise from those for π1(C)
(see Definition 2.4). This is done in two steps. First using a theorem of Melnikov
(Theorem 2.7 below) we reduce our question to the problem to showing that given
finite groups Γ and G the embedding problem E defined by
(2.0.1) N
ψ


Γ
α
// // G.
admits a proper solution under certain additional hypotheses. Then Lemma 2.11
allows us, roughly speaking, to assume that E is a split embedding problem.
2.1. Profinite groups.
Definition 2.2. A closed subgroupH of a profinite group Π is said to be accessible,
if there exists a chain of closed subgroups of Π
(2.2.1) H = Gµ ≤ · · · ≤ Gλ ≤ · · · ≤ G2 ≤ G1 = Π,
indexed by the ordinals smaller than a certain ordinal µ, such that
• Gλ+1 ⊳ Gλ for all ordinals λ ≤ µ, and
• if ν is a limit ordinal such that ν ≤ µ, then Gν =
⋂
λ≤ν Gλ.
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Remark 2.3. Recall that a subgroup K of a group Π is called subnormal if K is
a member of a normal series of Π. Observe that H is accessible if and only if the
image of H is subnormal in every finite quotient of Π.
Definition 2.4. Let G1, G2 and G3 be profinite groups. An embedding problem E
consists of a pair of epimorphisms
(2.4.1) G1
f1


G2
f2
// // G3.
The embedding problem E is properly solvable, if there exists an epimorphism f3 :
G1 ։ G2 such that f2 ◦ f3 = f1, i.e., the diagram (2.4.1) commutes. The map f3
is called a proper solution for E .
Definition 2.5. For a group G, let M(G) denote the intersection of maximal
normal subgroups of G and let Rp(G) denote the kernel of the epimorphism to the
maximal pro-p quotient.
If S is a finite simple group, MS(G) will denote the kernel of the epimorphism
to the maximal direct power of S; if l is a prime number and S is a finite simple
l-group, then S is necessarily isomorphic to the cyclic group of order l. Therefore
we shall use the notation Ml(G).
Definition 2.6. A second countable profinite group Π is said to be homogeneous,
if given any finite groups Γ and G and an embedding problem E defined by
(2.6.1) Π
f


Γ
α
// // G,
E admits a proper solution under the additional hypotheses that H := Ker(α) is
minimal normal and H ≤M(Γ).
The next theorem collects facts originally proved by Melnikov about homo-
geneous profinite groups and it also can be found in [RiZa00, chapter 8]. More
precisely items (1) follows from Theorem 8.5.4, item (2) is a consequence of Corol-
lary 8.6.4 combined with Theorem 8.6.11, item (3) follows from Theorem 8.10.3,
and finally item (4) is a consequence of Theorem 8.10.3 combined with Theorem
8.10.2.
Theorem 2.7. Let Π be a profinite group. Then
(1) Π is homogeneous if and only if it is isomorphic to an accessible subgroup
of free profinite group of countable rank;
(2) Π is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of a free profinite group of countable
rank if and only if Π is homogeneous and Π/Ml(Π) is either trivial or
infinite for every prime number l;
(3) Π is isomorphic to a characteristic subgroup of a free profinite group if and
only if Π is homogeneous and Π/MS(Π) is either trivial or infinite for every
finite simple group S.
(4) Π is free profinite of countable rank if and only if it is homogeneous and
Π/MS(Π) is infinite for every finite simple group S.
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We shall also need the following
Lemma 2.8. Let P be a pro-p group and G a finite quotient of P such that its
minimal number of generators d(G) is less than the minimal number of generators
d(P ) of P . Then G × Z/pZ is a quotient of P .
Proof. Let t be a generator of P which is in the kernelK of the natural epimorphism
of P onto G and η : P −→ Z/pZ an epimorphism onto a group Z/pZ of order p
such that η(t) 6= 1. Then P/(K ∩Ker(η)) ∼= G × Z/pZ as needed. 
2.8.1. Our key result is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.9. Let π1(C) be the algebraic fundamental group of a smooth connected
affine curve defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 of
countable cardinality. Let N be a normal subgroup of π1(C) such that a Sylow-p
subgroup Mp of the quotient group M = π1(C)/N is infinitely generated. Then N
is homogeneous.
2.10. Changing the embedding problem. It follows from the definition of ho-
mogeneous subgroup that in order to prove Theorem 2.9 it suffices to show that
given finite groups Γ and G the embedding problem E defined by
(2.10.1) N
ψ


Γ
α
// // G.
admits a proper solution under the additional hypotheses that H := Ker(α) is min-
imal normal and H ≤M(Γ). The existence of a proper solution for this embedding
problem will be given in Section 4.
The next lemma is an extract of Lemma 2.4 and Example 2.5 (a) in [HaSt05].
Lemma 2.11. Given a projective profinite group Π and a finite embedding problem
(2.11.1) Π
ψ


Γ
α
// // G.
There exists a finite split embedding problem
(2.11.2) Π
ψ′


Γ′
α′
// // G′.
such that any proper solution of (2.11.2) induces a proper solution of (2.11.1).
Moreover, if the kernel H of α is of order prime to p, then so is the kernel H ′ of
α′.
Proof. Since Π is projective there is a weak solution ψ′ : Π −→ Γ of (2.11.1). Let
G′ := ψ′(Π). Let Γ′ := Γ ×G G
′ be the pullback. Then we have the following
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commutative diagram
(2.11.3) Π
ψ′


ψ

Γ′
α′
// //

G′

Γ
α
// // G.
Since Γ′ is a subgroup of a direct product Γ × G′, the diagram (2.11.3) yields the
following split embedding problem
(2.11.4) Π
ψ′


Γ′
α′
// // G′.
Given a proper solution λ′ : Π ։ Γ′ of (2.11.4), it is automatic that λ := q ◦ λ′
is a proper solution of (2.10.1), where q : Γ′ ։ Γ is the projection to the first
coordinate.
The last statement follows from the fact that it is always possible to factor α′
through the quotient of H ′ by the normal closure of a Sylow p-subgroup of H ′. 
Remark 2.12. It follows from Lemma 2.11 that in order to properly solve the
embedding problem (2.10.1), it suffices to properly solve the associated finite split
embedding problem
(2.12.1) N
ψ′


Γ′
α′
// // G′.
(Warning: H ′ is not a minimal normal subgroup of Γ′).
Remark 2.13. By [RiZa00, Lemma 8.3.8] there exists an open normal subgroup
R of π1(C) containing N and an epimorphism ϕ : R։ G such that ϕ|N = ψ. Note
that every R is the fundamental group of a finite e´tale cover C′ of C. So after
replacing π1(C) by R = π1(C
′), if necessary, we may assume the existence of the
following commutative diagram:
(2.13.1) N
ψ


// // π1(C)
ϕ
||||xx
xx
xx
xx
Γ
α
// // G.
It follows from (2.13.1) that for every subgroup N ≤ L ≤ π1(C), the restriction ϕ|L
of ϕ to L is an epimorphism.
3. A family of p-groups
Terminology. For any ring R, let frac(R) be its total ring of fractions. If R is
a domain and R ⊂ S is an extension of rings, then we say that S is generically
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separable as an R-algebra if frac(S) is a separable frac(R)-algebra and if no non-
zero element of R becomes a zero-divisor of S. For any finite group G, a G-
Galois R-algebra consists of a finite separable R-algebra S together with a group
homomorphism ρ : G→ AutR(S) with respect to which G acts simply transitively
on the generic geometric fiber of Spec(S) → Spec(R). We say that a morphism
of schemes φ : Y → X is generically separable (resp. G-Galois with respect to
a homomorphism ρ : G → AutX(Y )) if X can be covered by affine open subsets
U = Spec(R) such that the ring extension R ⊂ O(φ−1(U)) have the corresponding
property. A morphism φ : Y → X which is finite and generically separable (resp.
finite and G-Galois) will be called a cover (resp. G-Galois cover).
3.1. A geometric translation. The results of this section reduce our problem to
a problem in algebraic geometry. Specifically, given a G-Galois cover of a curve C
arising from an a priori specified epimorphism ϕ : π1(C)։ G such that ϕ|N is still
an epimorphism, we want to find a Γ-Galois cover of C that dominates the given
G-cover. This Γ-Galois cover will correspond to an epimorphism λ : π1(C) ։ Γ
and we must show that λ|N is an epimorphism.
One of the crucial points in the construction of the aforementioned Γ-Galois
cover is to produce finite e´tale covers of C which admit as subcovers finite e´tale
Galois covers whose Galois groups are p-groups. These finite p-groups will not
be arbitrary, in fact they are chosen as finite quotients of a Sylow-p subgroup Mp
of M := π1(C)/N . In this section we focus on these groups by constructing the
covers they determine. This is done in the language of function fields (see diagram
(3.1.1)). For a complete description of our global strategy, see Subsection 3.4.
Let C be a smooth compactification of C and S := C \ C. Let K := k(C) be
the function field of C and Kur,S the maximal Galois extension of K (inside some
algebraic closure of K) which is unramified over the points of C. The fundamental
group π1(C) can also be viewed as the Galois group Gal(Kur,S/K).
Notation. For any smooth connected curve C defined over k, we will denote
by k(C) its function field. Given a profinite group Π we will denote by d(Π) the
minimal number of generators of Π.
We start by observing that since N is a closed subgroup of π1(C), by infinite
Galois theory there exists a unique subextension KM/K of Kur,S/K such that
KM is field fixed by N . Moreover, since N is normal in π1(C), then KM/K is
Galois with Gal(KM/K) =M . Similarly, since Mp is closed in M , denote by Kp
the subfield of KM fixed by Mp.
The Sylow-p subgroup Mp of M can be described via the following projective
limit Mp = lim←−
Υ, where Υ runs through the open subgroups of M containing Mp.
Observe that since M = Gal(KM/K), each Υ is equal to Gal(KM/k(UΥ)), where
UΥ is a finite e´tale cover of C. Alternatively,Mp = lim←−
Υ(p), where Υ(p) denotes the
maximal pro-p quotient of Υ. Let KU,p/k(UΥ) be the subextension of KM/k(UΥ)
such that Gal(KU,p/k(UΥ)) = Υ
(p). Furthermore, any finite quotient G of Mp is
indeed a finite quotient of some Υ(p). Hence, G will be equal to Gal(k(Up)/k(UΥ))
for some finite e´tale Galois p-cover Up of UΥ. The following diagram summarizes
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the situation:
(3.1.1) Kur,S
N
FF
FF
FF
FF
pi1(C)
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
KM
M
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
KM
Υ
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
- KM
Mp
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
Kp


KU,p
Υ(p)
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
u
k(Up)
G
jjj
jjjj
jjjj
jjj
jjjj
k(UΥ)
k(C).
3.2. Description of the family. We consider the family of finite groups which are
quotients ofMp. By (3.1.1) they are the Galois groups Gal(k(Up)/k(UΥ)) of finite
e´taleGalois p-cover Up of a finite e´tale cover UΥ of C such that Gal(KM/k(UΥ)) =
Υ.
Remark 3.3. Note that d(Mp) ≥ d(Υ(p)) ≥ d(G). SinceMp is infinitely generated,
after eventually taking a Υ′ ⊃ Υ, and repeating the same previous construction for
Υ′, we may assume that d(G) < d(Υ(p)).
Observe that the diagram (3.1.1) implies the following inclusions between fun-
damental groups and the profinite group N :
(3.3.1) π1(C) ⊃ π1(UΥ) ⊃ π1(Up) ⊃ N.
3.4. Explaining the strategy. We start with the embedding problem (2.10.1).
Next we deduce from it the associated split embedding problem (2.12.1). Then the
de´vissage of Remark 2.13 and the inclusions (3.3.1) produce the following diagram
of split embedding problems
(3.4.1) N
ψ


// // π1(Up)
ϕ′1
{{{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
// // π1(C)
ϕ′
uuuujjjj
jjjj
jjj
jjjj
jjj
j
Γ′
α′
// // G′,
where ϕ′1 := ϕ
′
|pi1(Up)
. In Section 4, we produce a curve Up (which will be actually
denoted as T ′ in the sequel) such that the split embedding problem given by the pair
of maps (α′, ϕ′1) admits a proper solution. Then by Lemma 2.11 this will induce a
proper solution to the embedding problem defined by the pair of maps (α, ϕ|pi1(T ′)).
As a final step, the group theoretic argument of Subsection 4.10 will produce from
this proper solution, a proper solution to the original embedding problem (2.10.1).
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4. Solving the embedding problem (2.10.1)
We have already observed in Section 3 that in order to obtain a proper solution
for the embedding problem (2.10.1), it suffices to produce a finite e´tale Galois p-
cover T ′ → UΥ such that Gal(k(T ′)/k(UΥ)) is a finite quotient of Mp and that the
embedding problem in (3.4.1) defined by the pair of maps (α′, ϕ′1) admits a proper
solution. Thus, in Subsection 4.4 we use patching techniques to build a curve T
over k[[t]] for which we can solve (α′, ϕ′1). In Subsection 4.7.1 we specialize this
solution to obtain a solution over k. Then in Subsection 4.10 we go on to use a
group theoretic argument to solve (2.10.1). Observe additionally that the proof of
the existence of a proper solution of the latter embedding problem will complete
the proof of Theorem 2.9. This geometric proof does not require that the field k is
countable, it works well for any algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0.
Hypothesis 4.1. From this point through Subsection 4.10 our goal is to solve the
embedding problem (2.10.1). It follows from Lemma 2.11 that it suffices to solve
split embedding problem (2.12.1). So we suppose we are already in the latter case.
We also assume that H is of order prime to p. As already mentioned above this
implies that the kernel H ′ of the latter embedding problem also has order prime to
p.
Remark 4.2. We actually do not need the hypothesis that H has order prime to
p for Subsection 4.10. Moreover the case complementary to it is a consequence of
the fact that every finite quasi p-embedding problem of the algebraic fundamental
group of a smooth connected affine curve C defined over an algebraically closed field
of characteristic p > 0 is properly solvable (cf. [Ha03, Corollary 4.6] and [Po95,
Theorem B]). The argument is given in Subsection 4.11.
Remark 4.3. The main idea of our construction is the following. We start on one
side with a G′-e´taleGalois cover of one the curves Up described above. Recall that
these curves satisfy the property that there exists an e´tale Galois cover Up/UΥ
whose Galois group equals a finite quotient of Mp. On the other side we consider
a H ′-e´tale Galois cover of an Artin-Schreier cover of P1k. Remember that our
goal is to solve the split embedding problem (2.12.1) and that H ′ is exactly the
kernel of this embedding problem. After deforming these covers they are patched
so as to produce a Γ′-Galois cover W of a curve T over Spec(k[[t]]). Taking the
generic fiber of W and then specializing it, we will obtain a Γ′-Galois cover of a
curve T ′ defined over k and this T ′ will be one of the Up’s previously defined.
4.4. Solving the embedding problem for some T .
4.4.1. Description of the G′-cover. Let G be a non-trivial finite quotient ofMp and
let φUp : Up → UΥ be the finite e´taleGalois p-cover of UΥ such that Gal(Up/UΥ) =
G, where UΥ is a finite e´tale cover of C satisfying Gal(KM/k(UΥ)) = Υ and Υ is
an open subgroup of M containing Mp (cf. diagram (3.1.1). The inclusion of
fundamental groups (3.3.1) and the argument presented in subsection 3.4 show
us that there exists an epimorphism ϕp : π1(Up) ։ G
′ such that ϕp = ϕ|pi1(Up)
(cf. (2.13.1)). This means that there exists an e´tale Galois cover V → Up with
G′ = Gal(V/Up).
Let UΥ be a smooth compactification of UΥ. Let X be the normalization of
UΥ in k(Up) and φX : X → UΥ the normalization morphism. The morphism φX
extends φUp to X , hence it is G-Galois and e´tale over UΥ. Similarly, let WX be
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the normalization of X in k(V ) and φWX :WX → X the normalization morphism.
This is a G′-Galois cover e´tale over φ−1X (UΥ).
4.4.2. Description of the H ′-cover. Let φY : Y → P1y be an Artin-Schreier cover
totally ramified over ∞. Denote its equation by zp − z = f(y), where f ∈ k[z] has
degree ν relatively prime to p. The genus of Y can be arbitrarily high, since it is
equal to (p− 1)(ν − 1)/2. For a discussion of other cases of wildly ramified covers
with arbitrarily large genus cf. [Pr06]. Thus, we may suppose that the genus g(Y )
of Y is at least max(2, r), where r denotes the minimal number of generators of H ′.
Since H ′ has order prime to p, it follows from [SGA1, Exp. X, Corollaire 3.10] that
there exists an e´tale H ′-Galois cover φWY : WY → Y . We reparametrize P
1
y so
that Y is totally ramified over y = 0. Denote by s ∈ Y the point lying over y = 0.
4.4.3. Descending to P1. Since k is algebraically closed, then k(UΥ)/k has a sep-
arating variable. Moreover, a stronger version of Noether’s normalization the-
orem [Ei95, Corollary 16.18] implies that there exists a finite proper k-morphism
φUΥ : UΥ → A
1
x which is furthermore generically separable. The branch locus of the
morphism will be of codimension 1, so it will be e´tale away from finitely many points.
After a reparametrization, if necessary, we may assume that none of these points
lie over x = 0. Moreover, φUΥ extends to a finite proper morphism φUΥ : UΥ → P
1
x.
Note that φ−1
UΥ
({x =∞}) = UΥ \ UΥ =: UΥ. Composing the latter morphism with
the G-Galois cover φX : X → UΥ we obtain φ′X := φX ◦ φUΥ : X → P
1
x. This
morphism is e´tale at the points of the set {r1, · · · , rn} := φ
′−1
X ({x = 0}).
4.4.4. Patching and deformation. Now we must patch together and deform the G′-
Galois cover φWX : WX → X and the H
′-Galois cover φWY : WY → Y . Let R,
resp. A, be rings such that Spec(R) = X \ φ′−1X ({x = ∞}), resp. Spec(A) = Y \
φ−1Y ({y =∞}). Hence, k[x] ⊂ R and k[y] ⊂ A. Let F := (R⊗kA⊗k k[[t]])/(t−xy)
and T f := Spec(F ). Let T be the Zariski closure of T f in Z := X ×Spec(k)
Y ×Spec(k) Spec(k[[t]]).
Observe that under the first, resp. second, projection of T inside Z, T is an
X-scheme, resp. an Y -scheme. Let WXT , resp. WY T be the normalization of an
irreducible dominating component of WX ×X T , resp. WY ×Y T .
We next state the items of [Ku06, Proposition 6.3] which we will need and give
a sketch of their proof. For a more detailed description see loc. cit.. We start with
the following notation.
Notation. Let X be a scheme over Spec(k[[t]]). We denote by X˜ its completion
along its closed fiber, i.e., its (t)-adic completion. Let G1 be a finite group and G2
a subgroup of G1. Given a G2-Galois cover Z
′ → Z of smooth connected curves
defined over k, it induces a disconnected G1-Galois cover Ind
G1
G2
(Z ′) → Z. The
upper curve consists of as many copies of Z ′ as the index of G2 in G1. For any
scheme X and finite group H, let HN (X) be the category of generically separable
coherent locally free sheaves of OX -algebras S endowed with a H-action which is
transitive on the geometric generic fibers of Spec(S)→ X .
Further notation. Let L := Spec(k[z]) be an affine line. The k-algebra ho-
momorphism k[[t]][z] → F defined by z 7→ x + y induces a Spec(k[[t]])-morphism
φ : T f → L∗ := L ×Spec(k) Spec(k[[t]]). Let λ ∈ L be the closed point corre-
sponding to the point z = 0. Since L is included in L∗ as the closed fiber, λ
can be viewed as a closed point of L∗ corresponding to the maximal idea (z, t)
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in k[[t]][z]. Denote by {τ1, · · · , τn} the inverse image φ−1(λ). The closed fiber
of T is a reducible curve consisting of X and n copies of Y , and each of these
copies of Y intersects X at one of the points {τ1, · · · , τn}. (This is because the
locus of t = 0 is the same as that of xy = 0 in T , and the locus of t = 0 and
x + y = 0 in T is the same as that of x = 0 and y = 0.) Thus, we can identify
the points {τ1, · · · , τn} with the points {r1, · · · , rn} on the X-part of the closed
fibre. Notice that on the “i-th copy” of Y , the point τi corresponds to s ∈ Y ,
the unique point lying over y = 0. Therefore, we actually consider {τ1, · · · , τn}
to be points lying in T . Let T 0 := T \ {τ1, · · · , τn}, TX := T 0 \ {x = 0} and
TY := T
0 \ {y = 0}. For each i = 1, · · · , n, let Tˆi := Spec(OˆT,τi). For each
i = 1, · · · , n, let KˆX,ri := frac(OˆX,ri), KX,ri := Spec(KˆX,ri [[t]] ×Spec(k[y]) OY,s),
KˆY,s := frac(OˆY,s) and KiY := Spec(KˆY,s[[t]]⊗Spec(k[x]) OX,ri).
One of the ingredients of the proposition is the following lemma proved in [Ku06,
Lemma 6.2] which is analogous to [Ha94, Corollary 2.2].
Lemma 4.5. For any finite group H, the base change functor
HN (T )→ HN (T˜X ∪ T˜Y )×HN (
⋃
n
i=1 KX,ri∪K
i
Y
)) HN
(
n⋃
i=1
Tˆi
)
is an equivalence of categories.
Proposition 4.6. [Ku06, Proposition 6.3] Let φWX : WX → X be an irreducible
normal G′-cover which is e´tale over r1, · · · , rn. Similarly, take φWY : WY → Y
to be an irreducible normal H ′-cover which is e´tale over s. Let WXT , resp. WY T ,
be the normalization of an irreducible dominating component of WX ×X T , resp.
WY ×Y T . Then there exists an irreducible normal Γ′-cover W → T satisfying the
following conditions
(1) W ×T T˜X = Ind
Γ′
G′( ˜WXT ×T TX).
(2) W ×T T˜Y = Ind
Γ′
H′( ˜WY T ×T TY ).
(3) W/H ′ ∼=WXT as an e´tale H ′-cover of T .
Sketch of proof. Denote the right hand sides of (1) and (2) in the proposition by
W˜X and W˜Y , respectively. The structural sheaf of their union W˜ 0 is an object of
Γ′N (T˜X∪T˜Y ). Using the fact that φWX is e´tale over each ri and φWY is e´tale over s,
one concludes that the restriction of W˜ 0 to
⋃n
i=1(KX,ri ∩K
i
Y ) is a Γ
′-cover induced
by the trivial cover. Denote by Wˆi the Γ
′-cover of Tˆi induced by the trivial cover.
The structural sheaf of Wˆ :=
⋃n
i=1 Wˆi is an object of Γ
′N (
⋃n
i=1 Tˆi). Moreover, the
restriction of Wˆ to
⋃n
i=1(KX,ri ∪ K
i
Y ) is a Γ
′-cover induced by the trivial cover.
After having fixed an isomorphism between two of these induced covers one can
apply Lemma 4.5. Then (1) and (2) follow immediately from this result. Finally
to obtain (3), it suffices to note that both W/H ′ and WXT restrict to the same
G′-covers over the patches T˜X , T˜Y and Tˆi, and then apply Lemma 4.5 again. 
Taking φWX : WX → X and φWY : WY → Y to be as defined in Subsections
4.4.1-4.4.3, and using Proposition 4.6, we obtain an irreducible normal Γ′-cover
W → T satisfying the conditions above. It remains to specialize this situation so
that (as stated in the introduction to Section 4) we will have produced a finite e´tale
Galois p-cover T ′ → UΥ such that Gal(k(T
′)/k(UΥ)) is a finite quotient ofMp and
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that the embedding problem in (3.4.1) defined by the pair of maps (α′, ϕ′1) admits
a proper solution.
4.6.1. The generic fiber. For any k[[t]]-scheme V , let Vg be its generic fiber over
k((t)) := frac(k[[t]]). Denote by B the locus of xy = t in UΥ ×Spec(k) P
1
y ×Spec(k)
Spec(k[[t]]). Let φX : X → UΥ, resp. φY : Y → P1y, be the cover of Subsubsection
4.4.1, resp. 4.4.2. The restriction of the map
φX × φY × id : X ×Spec(k) Y ×Spec(k) Spec(k[[t]]) −→
UΥ ×Spec(k) P
1
y ×Spec(k) Spec(k[[t]])
to T gives a morphism T → B.
The following diagram summarizes the situation
(4.6.1)
W
H′, e´tale
wwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
n
Γ′

''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
W/H ∼=WXT
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
   G′
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
WY T

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
wwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
T ⊂ Z
yy $$
wwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
WX
G′
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OO
X ×k Spec(k[[t]])

Y ×k Spec(k[[t]])

WY
H′
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
o
X
G,φX

B
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
O
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
Y
φY ,Z/pZ

UΥ

P1y
P1x.
Lemma 4.7. ( cf. [Ku06, Lemma 6.4]) Let X, Y and T be as in (4.6.1). Denote
G′ := G×Z/pZ. The morphism T → B yields a G′-Galois cover T g → UΥ×Spec(k)
Spec(k((t))).
Proof. We observe first that Bg = UΥ ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t))). Next, it follows from
the definition of T that the function field of its generic fiber T g over k((t)) is the
compositum of L1 := k(X)⊗k k((t)) and L2 := k(Y )⊗k k((t)). But these fields are
linearly disjoint over k((t)). In fact, k(X) is a finite extension of k(x) and k(Y ) is a
finite extension of k(t/x) (recall that y = t/x). Hence (k(X)⊗k k((t))) ∩ (k(Y )⊗k
k((t))) = k((t)). The lemma now is a consequence of [FrJa05, Chapter 2, Lemma
2.5.6]. 
Recall that UΥ = UΥ \ UΥ. Since the branch locus of W g → T g is determined
by that of W → T , then W g → T g is ramified only at the points points of T g lying
above those in UΥ ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t))). Moreover, T
g → UΥ ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t)))
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is ramified only at the points of UΥ ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t))). So, we get a sequence of
coverings with the following groups and ramification behavior :
(4.7.1)
W g
Γ′
""D
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
W g
H′, e´tale

W g/H ∼=W
g
XT
G′, branched only at points lying over UΥ×Spec(k)Spec(k((t)))

T g
G′, branched only at UΥ×Spec(k)Spec(k((t)))

UΥ ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t))).
4.7.1. Specialization. In order to obtain a similar sequences of coverings over the
field k with the same ramification behavior we need the following specialization
result.
Proposition 4.8. [Ku06, Proposition 6.6] Let k be an algebraically closed field and
X0, · · · , X3 normal projective curves defined over Spec(k[[t]]). Denote by X
g
i the
corresponding generic fibers. Assume the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) For i = 1, 2, 3, the curve Xi has generically smooth closed fiber denoted by
X0i .
(2) For i = 1, 2, 3, there exists proper surjective morphisms ψi : Xi → Xi−1 de-
fined over Spec(k[[t]]). Denote by ψgi : X
g
i → X
g
i−1 the induced morphisms
on the generic fibers.
(3) The morphisms ψi from part (2) are Galois covers such that the group
corresponding to ψ1 is G′, to ψ2 is G′ and to ψ3 is H ′. The composite
morphism ψ3 ◦ ψ2 is also a Galois cover with group Γ′
(4) There exists a smooth projective curve Y0 defined over k such that X
g
0 =
Y0 ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t)).
(5) The curve Xg1 has genus at least 1.
(6) Let ζ1, · · · , ζr ∈ Y0 and ξ1, · · · , ξr ∈ X
g
0 be the points induced by them.
Suppose that the composite morphism ψg3 ◦ ψ
g
2 ◦ ψ
g
1 is e´tale away from
{ξ1, · · · , ξr}.
Then there exist smooth connected projective curves Y1, Y2, Y3 defined over k and
morphisms ηi : Yi → Yi−1 for i = 1, 2, 3 such that their composite η3 ◦ η2 ◦ η1 is
e´tale away from {ζ1, · · · , ζr}. Finally the morphisms η1, η2, η3, η3 ◦ η2 are Galois
covers with groups G′, G′, H ′ and Γ′, respectively.
Sketch of proof. The first observation is that since H ′, G′ and Γ′ are finite groups,
then the covers ψi actually descend toGalois covers of connected Spec(A)-schemes
ψi,A : Xi,A → Xi−1,A, where A ⊂ k[[t]] is a regular finite type k[t]-algebra. More-
over, each ψi,A still has the same group as ψi. Let E := Spec(A[t−1]). By taking
the base changes Xi,E := Xi,A ×Spec(A) Spec(E) and considering the induced mor-
phisms ψi,E , they still have the same groups. Note that X0,E ∼= Y0 ×Spec(k) E.
Furthermore, for each i = 1, · · · , r, denote by ζi,E the point induced by ζi in X0,E
for each i = 1, · · · , r and observe that ψ3,E ◦ ψ2,E ◦ ψ1,E is only ramified over
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{ζ1,E, · · · , ζr,E}. The proof is completed by showing that there exists an non-
empty open subset E′ of E so that the fiber of ψi,E over each closed point of E
′ is
irreducible and non-empty. 
It follows from Proposition 4.8 that there exist smooth connected projective
curves W s, W sXT and T
s defined over k such that we have a sequence of coverings
with the same group and ramification behavior as (4.7.1)
(4.8.1) W s
φWs ,Γ
′
&&
W s
H′, e´tale

W s/H ′ ∼=W sXT
G′, branched only at points lying over UΥ

T ′ := φ−1T s (UΥ)
// // T s
φTs ,G
′, branched only at UΥ

UΥ.
The Γ′-Galois cover φW s (which is e´tale over T
′) gives a proper solution λ′T ′ of
the embedding problem
(4.8.2) π1(T
′)
λ′
T ′
||||yy
yy
yy
yy
ϕ′
T ′


Γ′
α
// // G′.
Remark 4.9. The diagram (4.8.1) [in its lower part] shows that T ′ (defined as the
pre-image of UΥ under the G′-Galois cover φT s : T s → UΥ) is indeed an e´tale
G′-Galois cover of UΥ. Moreover, Remark 3.3 and Lemma 2.8 assure us that G′ is
a finite quotient of Mp. Hence, it belongs to the family of groups described in 3.2.
4.10. Solving (2.10.1) for N . .
As T ′ is a curve, π1(T
′) is projective and so by Lemma 2.11 we have a proper
solution λT ′ of the following embedding problem :
(4.10.1) π1(T
′)
λT ′
||||yy
yy
yy
yy
y
ϕT ′


Γ
α
// // G.
Thus we are now in the situation described by the following diagram
(4.10.2) N
ψ


// // π1(T
′)
ϕT ′
{{{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
// // π1(C)
ϕ
uuuujjj
jjjj
jjjj
jjj
jjjj
j
Γ
α
// // G,
where Ker(α) is minimal normal and is contained in M(Γ). Denote Ψ := (λT ′)|N .
Observe that α(λT ′ (N)) = ϕT ′(N) = ψ(N) = G. Whence λT ′(N) ·M(Γ) = Γ,
because H ≤ M(Γ). Since λT ′(N) is a normal subgroup of Γ, we conclude from
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[RiZa00, Proposition 8.3.6] that Ψ(N) = Γ, i.e., Ψ is a proper solution to the
embedding problem (2.10.1).
4.11. The case where p divides the order of H. Since H is minimal normal in
Γ, then H is generated by its Sylow-p subgroups, i.e., H is a finite quasi-p group.
It follows from [Po95, Theorem B] or [Ha03, Corollary 4.6] that every finite quasi-p
embedding problem of smooth connected affine curves defined over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p has a proper solution. Now, it suffices to repeat the
argument of Subsection 4.10. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.1 and group theoretic consequences
In this section we obtain group theoretic consequences from Theorems 2.7 and
2.9. In particular we prove in Corollary 5.5 that given a normal subgroup N of
π1(C), every proper open subgroup of N is a free profinite group. As a conse-
quence, we obtain Kumar’s result [Ku06, Theorem 4.1] showing that the commu-
tator subgroup of π1(C) is a free profinite group of countable rank (see Corollary
5.7).
Definition 5.1. A profinite group is said to be virtually free, if it has an open free
subgroup.
Theorem 5.2. Let C, resp. C1, resp. C2, be smooth connected affine curves defined
over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 of countable cardinality.
Let π1(C), resp. π1(C1), resp. π1(C2), be their respective algebraic fundamental
groups. Let N be a normal subgroup of π1(C) such that a Sylow-p subgroup Mp of
the quotient group M = π1(C)/N is infinitely generated. Then
(1) N is a virtually free profinite group.
(2) Let G1 ⊳ π1(C1) and G2 ⊳ π1(C2) be two normal subgroups such that the
quotients π1(C1)/G1 and π1(C2)/G2 have infinitely generated Sylow-p sub-
groups. Then G1 and G2 are isomorphic if and only if G1/MS(G1) ∼=
G2/MS(G2) for every finite simple group S.
(3) N is a free profinite group of countable rank if and only if N/MS(N) is
infinite for every finite simple group S.
Proof. Theorem 2.9 together with [RiZa00, Corollary 8.5.8] implies (1) and together
with [RiZa00, Theorem 8.5.2] implies (2). Item (3) is a consequence of (2) and
Theorem 2.7 (item (4)). 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 2.9 and the next two theorems
which are proved similarly as in [Za05, Theorem 2.4, Corollary 2.5 and Theorem
2.6], respectively. For the convenience of the reader we include their proofs, tak-
ing into account that algebraic fundamental groups under consideration here (in
contrast with the previous paper) are those of smooth connected affine curves over
algebraically closed fields of positive characteristic and countable cardinality.
Theorem 5.3. Let π1(C) be the algebraic fundamental group of a smooth connected
affine curve C defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0 of
countable cardinality. Let N be a normal subgroup of π1(C) such that a Sylow-p
subgroup Mp of the quotient group M = π1(C)/N is infinitely generated. Then N
is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of a free profinite group of countable rank.
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Proof. By Theorems 2.9 and 2.7 (item (1)), N is isomorphic to an accessible sub-
group of infinite index of a free profinite group of countable rank. Therefore, by
Theorem 2.7 (item (2)), we just need to show that N/Ml(N) is infinite or trivial for
any prime l. Note that by definition N/Ml(N) is the maximal elementary abelian
pro-l quotient of N
Suppose N/Ml(N) is finite. Then Ml(N) is open in N and thus there exists
an open subgroup M of π1(C) such that Ml(M) ∩ N = Ml(N). The group M
is isomorphic to the algebraic fundamental group π1(U) of a finite e´tale cover U
of C. Moreover, N is the intersection of such M’s. Put M(l) := M/Rl(M),
N := NRl(M)/Rl(M).
If l = p, then M(p) is a free pro-p group of countable rank (cf. [Ha00, Corollary
3.7]). Moreover, as N is a normal subgroup of M(p), it is a free pro-p group
of countable rank, unless it is trivial (cf. [RiZa00, Proposition 8.6.3]). Hence,
N/Mp(N) is infinite or trivial, as needed.
Suppose l 6= p. Observe now that we can choose M satisfying the property
Ml(M) ∩N = Ml(N) with index in π1(C) as large as we wish. In particular, the
genus g of the smooth compactification U of U and the finite number r of points
of U \ U , may be taken arbitrarily large. Let π1(U) ։ π1(U)(l) be the quotient
homomorphism to the maximal pro-l quotient of π1(U). It is known from the last
statement of [SGA1, Exp. XIII, Corollaire 2.12] that the maximal pro-prime-to-p
quotient π1(U)
(p′) of π1(U) is a free profinite group on t = 2g + r − 1 generators.
Taking its maximal pro-l-quotient it coincides with π1(U)
(l). Hence the latter
group is a free pro-l of rank t = 2g + r − 1. We deduce from all this reasoning an
epimorphism Υ ։ Fˆt, where the latter group is a free pro-l group of rank t. This
epimorphism factors throughM(l) and since N is a normal subgroup ofM(l) it has
rank at least t. But t can be chosen larger than the minimal number of generators
of N/Ml(N), this yields a contradiction. 
Remark 5.4. In fact [Ha00, Corollary 3.7] proves a bit more than what was stated
above. Although we do not require it for our purposes, it follows from the above
that for every smooth affine connected varietyX defined over an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic p > 0, the maximal pro-p quotient π1(X)
(p) of the algebraic
fundamental group π1(X) of X is free in as many generators as the cardinality of
k.
In the case of smooth connected projective curves X , it was already known to
Shafarevic˘ [Sh47, Theorem 2] that π1(X) is free in γX generators, where γX
denotes the p-rank of X (i.e., the Fp-dimension of the p-torsion subgroup JX [p] of
the Jacobian variety JX of X). The number γX is bounded above by the genus
of X . For a proof of the same result in the spirit of e´tale cohomology cf. [Cr84,
Theorem 1.9].
Corollary 5.5. Every proper open subgroup of N is a free profinite group.
Proof. The result follows from the preceding theorem combined with [RiZa00, The-
orem 8.7.1]. 
Theorem 5.6. Let π1(C) be the algebraic fundamental group of a smooth connected
affine curve C defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0 of
countable cardinality. Let N be a characteristic subgroup of π1(C) such that there
exists a Sylow-p subgroup Mp of M = π1(C)/N which is infinitely generated. Then
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N is isomorphic to a characteristic subgroup of a free profinite group of countable
rank.
Proof. Let S be a finite simple group. By Theorem 2.9 and Theorem 2.7 (item (3)),
we just need to show that N/MS(N) is either infinite or trivial. If S has a prime
order l, then this is already contained in the proof of Theorem 5.3.
Suppose now that N/MS(N) is finite non-trivial. Then there exists a proper
open normal subgroupM of π1(C) containing N such that MS(M)∩N =MS(N).
Note that M is isomorphic to π1(U) for some finite e´tale Galois cover U of C.
Assume S is a non-abelian simple group of order divisible by p and let Γ be a finite
direct product of S. By the simplicity of S and the divisibility by p condition, S is
quasi-p, i.e., is generated by its Sylow p-subgroups. Next consider the embedding
problem (π1(U)։ {1}, α : Γ։ {1}). Since Ker(α) = Γ is a quasi-p group, then by
[Po95, Theorem B] or [Ha03, Corollary 4.6], the latter embedding problem admits a
proper solution π1(U)։ Γ. Therefore we also have an epimorphismM/MS(M)։
Γ. A fortiori, M/MS(M) cannot be finite. Hence, M/MS(M) equals an infinite
direct product of copies of S, whence it does not have finite characteristic subgroups,
which yields a contradiction. Consequently, #(N/MS(N)) is prime to p.
Observe now that we can choose M satisfying the property MS(M) ∩ N =
MS(N) with index in π1(C) as large as we wish. In particular, the genus g of the
smooth compactification U of U and the finite number r of points of U \U , may be
taken arbitrarily large. Again we consider the quotient map π1(U)։ π1(U)
(p′) to
the maximal pro-prime-to-p quotient of π1(U). It follows from the last statement
of [SGA1, exp. XIII, corollaire 2.12] that π1(U)
(p′) is isomorphic to the maximal
pro-prime-to-p quotient of a free profinite group of rank 2g + r − 1, so it is free of
rank t = 2g + r − 1. We deduce from all this reasoning an epimorphism M։ Fˆt,
where the latter group is a free pro-prime-to-p group of rank t. Thus, Fˆt/MS(Fˆt) is
a quotient ofM/MS(M). Since the order of Fˆt/MS(Fˆt) tends to infinity as t does,
we may assume that the order of Υ/MS(M) is larger than the order of N/MS(N).
But N/MS(N) is characteristic inM/MS(M) ∼=
∏
S, so N/MS(N) = {1}, because
a finite product
∏
S does not have any proper characteristic subgroup. 
As a corollary we obtain the main result of Kumar [Ku06, Theorem 4.1].
Corollary 5.7. The commutator subgroup of π1(C) is a free profinite group of
countable rank.
Proof. Let K be the commutator subgroup of π1(C). Since this group is char-
acteristic and π1(C)/K has an infinitely generated Sylow-p subgroup (cf. [Ha00,
Corollary 3.7]), by the preceding theorem it is isomorphic to a characteristic sub-
group of a free profinite group of countable rank. It then follows from Theorem 2.7
(item (3)) that K/MS(K) is either trivial or infinite. Hence, by Theorem 5.2 (item
(3)), it suffices to show that K/MS(K) is non-trivial for every finite simple group
S.
Suppose that S is non-abelian. If the order of S is divisible by p, then S is a
quasi-p group and by Abhyankar’s conjecture (completely proved in [Ha94]), S
is necessarily a quotient of π1(C). Hence the quotient π1(C)/MS(π1(C)) is non-
trivial. If p does not divide the order of S, then after replacing C by an e´tale
Galois cover C′ of C of p-power order whose fundamental group still contains
K, and using the fact that C′ can be chosen of arbitrarily high genus, we may
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assume that 2g + r − 1 ≥ 2, where g is the genus of C, r = #(C \ C) and C is a
smooth compactification of C. Since S can be generated by at most 2 elements,
it follows that S is indeed a quotient of π1(C) and therefore π1(C)/MS(π1(C)) is
non-trivial. In particular, the group π1(C)/MS(π1(C)) is a nontrivial quotient of
K, so K/MS(K)) is non-trivial.
As already observed we may and will assume that 2g−2+ r ≥ 2. For S of prime
order l 6= p, we observe that the maximal pro-l quotient π1(C)(l) is isomorphic
to the maximal pro-l-quotient of a free profinite group of rank 2g + r − 1, so it
is free pro-l of rank t = 2g + r − 1. So taking an open subgroup M of π1(C)
containing K of sufficiently large index we see that its maximal pro-l quotientM(l)
is not abelian, and therefore the image of K there is non-trivial (since K contains
the commutator of M). Similarly, when l = p, it follows from Remark 5.4 that
π1(C)
(p) is a free pro-p group with rank ℵ0. In particular, by choosing an open
subgroup M of π1(C) we arrive at the same conclusion (i.e. that the image of K
in M(p) cannot be trivial). 
Remark 5.8. The techniques of the proof of the above result can be used to prove
a more general result. LetN be the kernel of an epimorphism of π1(C) to an abelian
profinite group having infinitely generated p-Sylow. Then N is free. Indeed, in this
case N satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.9, hence it is homogenous. It follows
from Theorem 2.7(4) that in order to prove that N is free, we need to show that
N/MS(N) is infinite for every finite simple group S. In the case where S is abelian,
this follows exactly as in Corollary 5.7 using Theorem 5.3 instead of Theorem 5.6
and the item (2) of Theorem 2.7 instead of item (3). In the case where S is non-
abelian, suppose that N/MS(N) =
∏n
S is finite and denote R :=
∏n+1
S. As
was observed in the proof of Corollary 5.7, after having replaced π1(C) by an open
normal subgroup M of π1(C) containing N , we may assume that C has genus
sufficiently large to allow the existence of an epimorphism f : π1(C) ։ R. Since
R is perfect and the quotient modulo π1(C)/N is abelian, then f(N) = R. This
contradicts N/MS(N) =
∏n
S. Thus N/MS(N) is infinite.
Next we give an example that is covered by Theorem 2.9, but not covered by the
results of Kumar.
Example 5.9. Let p be a prime number and let S be a simple non-abelian group
containing a non-trivial Sylow p-subgroup. Let M = (
∏
S) × Cp be a direct
product of a countable direct power of S by a group of order p. Then M is quasi-p
group (i.e., it is generated by its Sylow p-subgroups). Moreover, M = lim←−J MJ ,
where J ranges over finite sets and MJ =
∏
J S a finite direct power of S. Since
for |J1| > |J2| the embedding problem
(5.9.1) π1(C)
ψ


MJ1
α
// // MJ2 .
admits a proper solution (because the kernel of α is a direct product of a finite
number of copies of S, and so it is a finite quasi p-group, cf. [Po95, Theorem B]), the
universal property of the inverse limit provides an epimorphism η1 : π1(C) ։ M .
Thus we can write M as a quotient M = π1(C)/N of π1(C) by a normal subgroup
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N . The quotient group M/Cp has an infinitely generated Sylow p-subgroup. The
composition of the epimorphism η1 with the natural quotient epimorphism η2 :
M ։ M/Cp, induces an epimorphism η3 : π1(C) ։ M/Cp. Therefore, M/Cp can
also be written as a quotient π1(C)/Np of π1(C) by a normal subgroup Np. It
now follows from Theorem 2.9 that Np is homogeneous. Since N is open in Np,
we conclude that it is indeed free (as actually any proper open subgroup of Np) by
Corollary 5.5. 
6. Appendix
We rewrite here the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [Za05], where the embedding prob-
lem (2.6.1) is properly solved for a projective normal subgroup N of the algebraic
fundamental group Γ of a smooth connected projective curve of genus g > 1 de-
fined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Recall that this group
is just the profinite completion of the topological fundamental group Πtop of a
compact Riemann surface of genus g > 1 (cf. [SGA1, Expose´ X, end of p. 208
and beginning of p. 209]). The group Πtop admits a presentation of the form
Πtop = 〈xi, yi |
∏g
i=1[xi, yi] = 1, i = 1, . . . , g〉. Here we exploit this presentation; in
particularly we rely heavily on the relation
∏g
i=1[xi, yi] = 1. In the case of posi-
tive characteristic an explicit presentation for π1(C) is not available. Therefore, in
order to get (as we did) a similar statement in positive characteristic (for smooth
connected affine curves), it was necessary to use methods from algebraic geometry
which allow us to construct solutions for embedding problems.
The present proof simplifies the proof of [Za05] and eliminates small but em-
barrassing errors. Note also that we do not need here splitting of the embedding
problem.
Lemma 6.1. Let Γ = 〈xi, yi |
∏g
i=1[xi, yi]〉 be the the algebraic fundamental group
of a smooth connected projective curve of genus g > 1 defined over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero. Consider the following finite embedding problem:
(6.1.1) Γ
f


A
α
// // B.
Suppose it admits a weak solution ϕ : Γ −→ A such that ϕ(x1) = ϕ(x2) = · · · =
ϕ(xsn+s) and ϕ(y1) = ϕ(y2) = · · · = ϕ(ysn+s), where n = |Kϕ(Γ)| and s is
the minimal number of generators of K = ker(α). Then (6.1.1) admits a proper
solution.
Proof. We use the notation [x, y] for x−1y−1xy and g¯ for ϕ(g) in the argument that
follows. Choose a minimal set of generators k1, . . . , ks of K. Let η be a map that
sends xin+1, xin+2, . . . xin+n to x¯sn+i+1ki+1 for all i = 0, . . . s−1 and coincides with
ϕ on the other generators. Then η extends to a homomorphism if
[η(x1), η(y1)] . . . [η(xg), η(yg)] = 1
(since this would mean that the homomorphism from a free profinite group
F (x1, y1, . . . , xg, yg) −→ A extending η factors through Γ).
Since [x¯in+1ki, y¯in+1] ∈ Kϕ(Γ) one has ([x¯in+1ki, y¯in+1])n = 1 = ([x¯in+1, y¯in+1])n.
Therefore [η(x1), η(y1)] · · · [η(xsn), η(ysn)] =
∏s−1
i=0 ([x¯in+1ki, y¯in+1])
n = 1 as well as
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[x¯1, y¯1] · · · [x¯sn, y¯sn] =
∏s−1
i=0 ([x¯in+1, y¯in+1])
n = 1. But
[η(xsn+1), η(ysn+1)] · · · [η(xg), η(yg)] = [x¯sn+1, y¯sn+1] · · · [x¯g, y¯g].
It follows that [η(x1), η(y1)] · · · [η(xg), η(yg)] = [x¯1, y¯1] · · · [x¯g, y¯g] = 1 as needed.
Thus η extends to a homomorphism ψ : Γ −→ A such that f = αψ. But
ψ(x−11 xsn+1) = k1, . . . , ψ(x
−1
n(s−1)+1xns+s) = ks
so ψ is an epimorphism and the lemma is proved. 
The next lemma shows that by replacing Γ with an open subgroup of sufficiently
large index, we can reduce ourselves to the situation of Lemma 6.1.
Lemma 6.2. Let N be a projective subgroup of Γ and consider the embedding
problem
(6.2.1) N
f


A
α
// // B,
where A, B are finite. Then there exists an open subgroup U of Γ containing N
and an embedding problem
(6.2.2) U
η


A
α
// // B,
satisfying hypothesis of Lemma 6.1 such that the restriction η|N = f .
Proof. Since N is projective there exists a homomorphism f ′ : N −→ A such that
αϕ(N) = B. Put B′ = f ′(N).
By Lemma 8.3.8 in [RZ-2000] there exists an open subgroup U of Γg containing
N and an epimorphism ϕ : U −→ B′ such that ϕ|N = f
′. Since an open subgroup
of Γg is again a profinite surface group, replacing Γg by U we may assume the
existence of the following commutative diagram:
(6.2.3) N
f


//
f ′
~~}}
}}
}}
}}
Γg
ϕ0







ϕwwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
B′
   
AA
AA
AA
AA
A
α
// // B,
where the top horizontal map is the natural inclusion. Let Ui be the family of
all open subgroups of Γg containing N . Then ϕi := ϕ|Ui is an epimorphism for
every i. Note that every Ui is again a profinite surface group and so has a pre-
sentation Ui = 〈x1, y1, . . . xgi , ygi |
∏gi
j=1[xi, yi]〉, where the genus gi of Ui can
be computed by the formula gi − 1 = [Γg : Ui](g − 1) (we abusing notation of
course, for different i, the elements x1, y1 . . . are not the same and not the same
as those in Γ). This means that we can choose i with the number of genera-
tors of Ui sufficiently large, so that there exists i with ϕ(xj1 ) = · · · = ϕ(xjsn+s)
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and ϕ(yj1) = · · · = ϕ(yjsn+s), where n = |K||B
′|, s is the minimal number of
generators of K and jl > jk whenever l > k. We shall use the notation x
y
for y−1xy in the argument to follow. Suppose j1 6= 1. Then
∏gi
j=1[xj , yj ] =
[xj1 , yj1 ]([x1, y1] · · · [xj1−1, yj1−1])
[xj1 ,yj1 ][xj1+1, yj1+1] · · · [xgi , ygi ] so replacing the
generators x1, y1, . . . , xj1−1, yj1−1 by x
[xj1 ,yj1 ]
1 , y
[xj1 ,yj1 ]
1 , . . . x
[xj1 ,yj1 ]
j−1 , y
[xj1 ,yj1 ]
j−1 we may
assume that j1 = 1. Continuing similarly, we in fact may assume that ϕ(x1) =
ϕ(x2) = · · · = ϕ(xsn+s) and ϕ(y1) = ϕ(y2) = · · · = ϕ(ysn+s). 
We now solve the embedding problem for an accessible projective subgroup N ,
having N normal as a particular case. Note that only in this proof we assume the
minimality of the kernel K.
Theorem 6.3. A projective accessible subgroup N of Γ is isomorphic to an acces-
sible subgroup of a free profinite group.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7 we just need to solve the following embedding problem for
N :
(6.3.1) N
f


A
α
// // B,
where A, B are finite, K := Ker(α) is minimal normal and K ≤M(A).
By two preceding lemmas we have an open subgroup N ≤ U ≤ Γ and an epimor-
phism ψ : U −→ A such that α(ψ(N) = B and so ψ(N)M(A) = A. Since ψ(N) is
a subnormal subgroup of A by Proposition 8.3.6 in [RZ] ψ(N) = A as needed. 
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NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF THE ALGEBRAIC FUNDAMENTAL
GROUP OF AFFINE CURVES IN POSITIVE CHARACTERISTIC
AMI´LCAR PACHECO, KATHERINE F. STEVENSON, AND PAVEL ZALESSKII
Abstract. Let pi1(C) be the algebraic fundamental group of a smooth con-
nected affine curve, defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p > 0 of countable cardinality. Let N be a normal (resp. characteristic) sub-
group of pi1(C). Under the hypothesis that the quotient pi1(C)/N admits an
infinitely generated Sylow p-subgroup, we prove that N is indeed isomorphic
to a normal (resp. characteristic) subgroup of a free profinite group of count-
able cardinality. As a consequence, every proper open subgroup of N is a free
profinite group of countable cardinality.
1. Introduction
Let C be a smooth connected affine curve defined over an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic p > 0. Let π1(C) be its algebraic fundamental group. From
the proof of Abhyankar’s Conjecture, it is known which finite groups are quotients
of π1(C) (Harbater [Ha94, Theorem 6.2] and Raynaud [Ra94, corollaire 2.2.2]).
However, not much else is known about the actual structure of the subgroups of
π1(C). The objective of the paper is to give a description of the normal subgroup
structure of the fundamental group π1(C). We study the infinite index normal
subgroup structure of π1(C) and prove that the majority of it coincides with the
infinite index normal subgroup structure of a free profinite group.
For every g ≥ 1 let Pg(C) be the intersection of algebraic fundamental groups
π1(Z) of smooth connected affine curves Z which are cyclic e´tale p-covers of C and
whose genus of its smooth compactification Z¯ is at least g. This is a normal closed
subgroup of π1(C).
Theorem 1.1. Let π1(C) be the algebraic fundamental group of a smooth connected
affine curve C defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0
of countable cardinality. Let N be a normal (resp. characteristic) subgroup of
π1(C) such that a Sylow p-subgroup Mp of the quotient group M = π1(C)/N is
infinitely generated. Suppose furthermore that N is a subgroup of π1(C). Then N
is isomorphic to a normal (resp. characteristic) subgroup of a free profinite group
of countable rank.
This gives an almost complete description of such subgroups if one takes into
account the known structure of the normal subgroups of a free profinite group (cf.
[RiZa00, chapter 8]). For example one deduces immediately from Theorem 1.1 the
following result.
Date: September 2, 2018.
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Corollary 1.2. Every proper open subgroup of N is a free profinite group of count-
able rank.
In the proof of the above theorem we use a strong result due to Pop [Po95,
Theorem B] which asserts that every finite quasi p-embedding problem of π1(C)
is properly solvable (cf. also [Ha03, Corollary 4.6]). This result also implies Ab-
hyankar’s conjecture mentioned above. In fact, the latter result provides the
existence of a proper solution for a specific finite quasi-p embedding problem.
Unfortunately, Abhyankar’s conjecture does not hold for smooth connected
projective curves defined over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p > 0. In-
deed, in the case of a finite group that is an extension of a finite group of order prime
to p by a finite p-group, the two first authors established in [PaSt00, Theorem 1.3]
a necessary and sufficient condition (cf. [PaSt00, condition A]) for Abhyankar’s
conjecture to hold for such a group. Subsequently this was extended by Borne
to the case where the first group does not necessarily have order prime to p, using
modular representation theory (cf. [Bo04, Theorem 1.1]).
We also use in the proof of the above theorem the fact that Artin-Schreier
covers of the projective line can be obtained with arbitrarily high genus. These
covers are necessarily wildly ramified at only one point. Even more, there is no finite
e´tale non-trivial cover of the projective line. So, the method used in the proof gives
no information about the validity of a similar result in the case of smooth connected
projective curves defined over algebraically closed fields of positive characteristic. It
remains an open problem whether some other strategy might lead to such a result.
However, there is one reason to be skeptical a priori. In contrast with patching
techniques for affine curves, patching techniques for projective curves do not in
general preserve the base curve.
In fact, the following result was proved in [St96, Theorem 3.1]. Let G be a finite
group and suppose G is generated by two subgroups G1 and G2. Assume that for
i = 1, 2 the group Gi is a Galois group over a smooth connected projective curve
Ci, e´tale except at one point xi ∈ Ci. Moreover assume that the ramification is
tame over each xi with cyclic inertia groups generated by τi ∈ Gi ⊂ G such that
τ1 = τ
−1
2 in G. Then G is realized as an e´tale Galois group over almost all smooth
connected projective curves of genus g1 + g2 where gi the genus of Ci. So, not
only is the base curve not preserved, but also the genus of the curve obtained via
patching techniques grows with respect to those of the original curves.
Nevertheless, results similar to Theorem 1.1, Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 2.9 were
proved for the algebraic fundamental group of smooth connected projective curves
defined over algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero by the third author in
[Za05, Theorem 1.1, Corollary 2.5, Theorem 2.2], respectively. Consider then the
following three objects:
• free profinite groups;
• algebraic fundamental groups of connected projective curves defined over
algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero; and
• algebraic fundamental groups of connected affine curves defined over alge-
braically closed fields of countable cardinality and positive characteristic
p > 0;
The results mentioned above lead us to think that although these three objects
are dissimilar in many ways, when we consider the family of projective normal
subgroups N of each Π such that the quotient Π/N has an infinitely generated
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Sylow p-subgroup, this family behaves in exactly the same way in the three cases.
Therefore we say that their “p-deep structure” are alike.
In Section 2 we discuss some preliminaries on profinite group theory, and in
Section 3 we discuss a particular family of finite p-groups related to the group N .
In Section 4 we solve the embedding problem which suffices to prove Theorem 2.9.
It should be noted that we do not need any further patching result other than
those already present in [Ku06]. We acknowledge the author of the preprint as
having constructed an original solution in the case of the commutator subgroup of
π1(C). One of our contributions was to observe that the gestalt of his construction
did not require any additional information on the Galois groups of the covers.
So we were able to replace finite abelian covers by finite p-covers. It should be
noted however that our Corollary 1.2 implies the main result of Kumar [Ku06,
Theorem 4.1] (cf. Corollary 5.7) and is, in fact, more general than the latter cited
result. Additionally, in his thesis [Ku07, §7.3 and Theorem 7.13] Kumar comments
that his result should hold if one replaces the commutator subgroup by kernel of an
epimorphism of π1(C) to an infinitely generated abelian pro-p group. However, this
result is also a consequence of Theorem 2.9, and we also show in Example 5.9 that
Theorem 2.9 addresses situations which are not covered by the latter comment in
[Ku07]. Finally, in Section 5 we obtain group theoretic consequences from Theorems
2.7 and 2.9, and in the Appendix we rewrite the proof of [Za05, Theorem 2.2]
connecting it with the present paper (cf. Theorem 2.9).
2. Profinite group theory
For the reader’s convenience we review in this section Melnikov’s characteri-
zation of accessible, normal, and characteristic subgroups of free profinite groups.
We restrict the discussion to second countable profinite groups (i.e., groups that
have a countable basis of open subsets), since this is sufficient for our purposes and
simplifies the terminology. Beyond this review, the main function of this section
is to translate the problem of proving that each normal subgroup N of π1(C) is
isomorphic to a normal subgroup of a free profinite group of countable rank into
one of solving finite split embedding problems for N that arise from those for π1(C)
(see Definition 2.4). This is done in two steps. First using a theorem of Melnikov
(Theorem 2.7 below) we reduce our question to the problem to showing that given
finite groups Γ and G the embedding problem E defined by
(2.0.1) N
ψ


Γ
α
// // G.
admits a proper solution under certain additional hypotheses. Then Lemma 2.11
allows us, roughly speaking, to assume that E is a split embedding problem.
2.1. Profinite groups.
Definition 2.2. A closed subgroupH of a profinite group Π is said to be accessible,
if there exists a chain of closed subgroups of Π
(2.2.1) H = Gµ ≤ · · · ≤ Gλ ≤ · · · ≤ G2 ≤ G1 = Π,
indexed by the ordinals smaller than a certain ordinal µ, such that
• Gλ+1 ⊳ Gλ for all ordinals λ ≤ µ, and
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• if ν is a limit ordinal such that ν ≤ µ, then Gν =
⋂
λ≤ν Gλ.
Remark 2.3. Recall that a subgroup K of a group Π is called subnormal if K is
a member of a normal series of Π. Observe that H is accessible if and only if the
image of H is subnormal in every finite quotient of Π.
Definition 2.4. Let G1, G2 and G3 be profinite groups. An embedding problem E
consists of a pair of epimorphisms
(2.4.1) G1
f1


G2
f2
// // G3.
The embedding problem E is properly solvable, if there exists an epimorphism f3 :
G1 ։ G2 such that f2 ◦ f3 = f1, i.e., the diagram (2.4.1) commutes. The map f3
is called a proper solution for E .
Definition 2.5. For a group G, let M(G) denote the intersection of maximal
normal subgroups of G and let Rp(G) denote the kernel of the epimorphism to the
maximal pro-p quotient.
If S is a finite simple group, MS(G) will denote the kernel of the epimorphism
to the maximal direct power of S; if l is a prime number and S is a finite simple
l-group, then S is necessarily isomorphic to the cyclic group of order l. Therefore
we shall use the notation Ml(G).
Definition 2.6. A second countable profinite group Π is said to be homogeneous,
if given any finite groups Γ and G and an embedding problem E defined by
(2.6.1) Π
f


Γ
α
// // G,
E admits a proper solution under the additional hypotheses that H := Ker(α) is
minimal normal and H ≤M(Γ).
The next theorem collects facts originally proved by Melnikov about homo-
geneous profinite groups and it also can be found in [RiZa00, chapter 8]. More
precisely items (1) follows from Theorem 8.5.4, item (2) is a consequence of Corol-
lary 8.6.4 combined with Theorem 8.6.11, item (3) follows from Theorem 8.10.3,
and finally item (4) is a consequence of Theorem 8.10.3 combined with Theorem
8.10.2.
Theorem 2.7. Let Π be a profinite group. Then
(1) Π is homogeneous if and only if it is isomorphic to an accessible subgroup
of free profinite group of countable rank;
(2) Π is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of a free profinite group of countable
rank if and only if Π is homogeneous and Π/Ml(Π) is either trivial or
infinite for every prime number l;
(3) Π is isomorphic to a characteristic subgroup of a free profinite group if and
only if Π is homogeneous and Π/MS(Π) is either trivial or infinite for every
finite simple group S.
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(4) Π is free profinite of countable rank if and only if it is homogeneous and
Π/MS(Π) is infinite for every finite simple group S.
We shall also need the following
Lemma 2.8. Let P be a pro-p group and G a finite quotient of P such that its
minimal number of generators d(G) is less than the minimal number of generators
d(P ) of P . Then G × Z/pZ is a quotient of P .
Proof. Let t be a generator of P which is in the kernelK of the natural epimorphism
of P onto G and η : P −→ Z/pZ an epimorphism onto a group Z/pZ of order p
such that η(t) 6= 1. Then P/(K ∩Ker(η)) ∼= G × Z/pZ as needed. 
2.8.1. Our key result is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.9. Let π1(C) be the algebraic fundamental group of a smooth connected
affine curve defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 of
countable cardinality. Let N be a normal subgroup of π1(C) such that a Sylow-p
subgroup Mp of the quotient group M = π1(C)/N is infinitely generated. Then N
is homogeneous.
2.10. Changing the embedding problem. It follows from the definition of ho-
mogeneous subgroup that in order to prove Theorem 2.9 it suffices to show that
given finite groups Γ and G the embedding problem E defined by
(2.10.1) N
ψ


Γ
α
// // G.
admits a proper solution under the additional hypotheses that H := Ker(α) is min-
imal normal and H ≤M(Γ). The existence of a proper solution for this embedding
problem will be given in Section 4.
The next lemma is an extract of Lemma 2.4 and Example 2.5 (a) in [HaSt05].
Lemma 2.11. Given a projective profinite group Π and a finite embedding problem
(2.11.1) Π
ψ


Γ
α
// // G.
There exists a finite split embedding problem
(2.11.2) Π
ψ′


Γ′
α′
// // G′.
such that any proper solution of (2.11.2) induces a proper solution of (2.11.1).
Moreover, if the kernel H of α is of order prime to p, then so is the kernel H ′ of
α′.
Proof. Since Π is projective there is a weak solution ψ′ : Π −→ Γ of (2.11.1). Let
G′ := ψ′(Π). Let Γ′ := Γ ×G G
′ be the pullback. Then we have the following
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commutative diagram
(2.11.3) Π
ψ′


ψ

Γ′
α′
// //

G′

Γ
α
// // G.
Since Γ′ is a subgroup of a direct product Γ × G′, the diagram (2.11.3) yields the
following split embedding problem
(2.11.4) Π
ψ′


Γ′
α′
// // G′.
Given a proper solution λ′ : Π ։ Γ′ of (2.11.4), it is automatic that λ := q ◦ λ′
is a proper solution of (2.10.1), where q : Γ′ ։ Γ is the projection to the first
coordinate.
The last statement follows from the fact that it is always possible to factor α′
through the quotient of H ′ by the normal closure of a Sylow p-subgroup of H ′. 
Remark 2.12. It follows from Lemma 2.11 that in order to properly solve the
embedding problem (2.10.1), it suffices to properly solve the associated finite split
embedding problem
(2.12.1) N
ψ′


Γ′
α′
// // G′.
(Warning: H ′ is not a minimal normal subgroup of Γ′).
Remark 2.13. By [RiZa00, Lemma 8.3.8] there exists an open normal subgroup
R of π1(C) containing N and an epimorphism ϕ : R։ G such that ϕ|N = ψ. Note
that every R is the fundamental group of a finite e´tale cover C′ of C. So after
replacing π1(C) by R = π1(C
′), if necessary, we may assume the existence of the
following commutative diagram:
(2.13.1) N
ψ


// // π1(C)
ϕ
||||xx
xx
xx
xx
Γ
α
// // G.
It follows from (2.13.1) that for every subgroup N ≤ L ≤ π1(C), the restriction ϕ|L
of ϕ to L is an epimorphism.
3. A family of p-groups
Terminology. For any ring R, let frac(R) be its total ring of fractions. If R is
a domain and R ⊂ S is an extension of rings, then we say that S is generically
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separable as an R-algebra if frac(S) is a separable frac(R)-algebra and if no non-
zero element of R becomes a zero-divisor of S. For any finite group G, a G-
Galois R-algebra consists of a finite separable R-algebra S together with a group
homomorphism ρ : G→ AutR(S) with respect to which G acts simply transitively
on the generic geometric fiber of Spec(S) → Spec(R). We say that a morphism
of schemes φ : Y → X is generically separable (resp. G-Galois with respect to
a homomorphism ρ : G → AutX(Y )) if X can be covered by affine open subsets
U = Spec(R) such that the ring extension R ⊂ O(φ−1(U)) have the corresponding
property. A morphism φ : Y → X which is finite and generically separable (resp.
finite and G-Galois) will be called a cover (resp. G-Galois cover).
3.1. A geometric translation. The results of this section reduce our problem to
a problem in algebraic geometry. Specifically, given a G-Galois cover of a curve C
arising from an a priori specified epimorphism ϕ : π1(C)։ G such that ϕ|N is still
an epimorphism, we want to find a Γ-Galois cover of C that dominates the given
G-cover. This Γ-Galois cover will correspond to an epimorphism λ : π1(C) ։ Γ
and we must show that λ|N is an epimorphism.
One of the crucial points in the construction of the aforementioned Γ-Galois
cover is to produce finite e´tale covers of C which admit as subcovers finite e´tale
Galois covers whose Galois groups are p-groups. These finite p-groups will not
be arbitrary, in fact they are chosen as finite quotients of a Sylow-p subgroup Mp
of M := π1(C)/N . In this section we focus on these groups by constructing the
covers they determine. This is done in the language of function fields (see diagram
(3.1.1)). For a complete description of our global strategy, see Subsection 3.4.
Let C be a smooth compactification of C and S := C \ C. Let K := k(C) be
the function field of C and Kur,S the maximal Galois extension of K (inside some
algebraic closure of K) which is unramified over the points of C. The fundamental
group π1(C) can also be viewed as the Galois group Gal(Kur,S/K).
Notation. For any smooth connected curve C defined over k, we will denote
by k(C) its function field. Given a profinite group Π we will denote by d(Π) the
minimal number of generators of Π.
We start by observing that since N is a closed subgroup of π1(C), by infinite
Galois theory there exists a unique subextension KM/K of Kur,S/K such that
KM is field fixed by N . Moreover, since N is normal in π1(C), then KM/K is
Galois with Gal(KM/K) =M . Similarly, since Mp is closed in M , denote by Kp
the subfield of KM fixed by Mp.
The Sylow-p subgroup Mp of M can be described via the following projective
limit Mp = lim←−
Υ, where Υ runs through the open subgroups of M containing Mp.
Observe that since M = Gal(KM/K), each Υ is equal to Gal(KM/k(UΥ)), where
UΥ is a finite e´tale cover of C. Alternatively,Mp = lim←−
Υ(p), where Υ(p) denotes the
maximal pro-p quotient of Υ. Let KU,p/k(UΥ) be the subextension of KM/k(UΥ)
such that Gal(KU,p/k(UΥ)) = Υ
(p). Furthermore, any finite quotient G of Mp is
indeed a finite quotient of some Υ(p). Hence, G will be equal to Gal(k(Up)/k(UΥ))
for some finite e´tale Galois p-cover Up of UΥ. The following diagram summarizes
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the situation:
(3.1.1) Kur,S
N
FF
FF
FF
FF
pi1(C)
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
KM
M
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
KM
Υ
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
- KM
Mp
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
Kp


KU,p
Υ(p)
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
u
k(Up)
G
jjj
jjjj
jjjj
jjj
jjjj
k(UΥ)
k(C).
3.2. Description of the family. We consider the family of finite groups which are
quotients ofMp. By (3.1.1) they are the Galois groups Gal(k(Up)/k(UΥ)) of finite
e´taleGalois p-cover Up of a finite e´tale cover UΥ of C such that Gal(KM/k(UΥ)) =
Υ.
Remark 3.3. Note that d(Mp) ≥ d(Υ(p)) ≥ d(G). SinceMp is infinitely generated,
after eventually taking a Υ′ ⊃ Υ, and repeating the same previous construction for
Υ′, we may assume that d(G) < d(Υ(p)).
Observe that the diagram (3.1.1) implies the following inclusions between fun-
damental groups and the profinite group N :
(3.3.1) π1(C) ⊃ π1(UΥ) ⊃ π1(Up) ⊃ N.
3.4. Explaining the strategy. We start with the embedding problem (2.10.1).
Next we deduce from it the associated split embedding problem (2.12.1). Then the
de´vissage of Remark 2.13 and the inclusions (3.3.1) produce the following diagram
of split embedding problems
(3.4.1) N
ψ


// // π1(Up)
ϕ′1
{{{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
// // π1(C)
ϕ′
uuuujjjj
jjjj
jjj
jjjj
jjj
j
Γ′
α′
// // G′,
where ϕ′1 := ϕ
′
|pi1(Up)
. In Section 4, we produce a curve Up (which will be actually
denoted as T ′ in the sequel) such that the split embedding problem given by the pair
of maps (α′, ϕ′1) admits a proper solution. Then by Lemma 2.11 this will induce a
proper solution to the embedding problem defined by the pair of maps (α, ϕ|pi1(T ′)).
As a final step, the group theoretic argument of Subsection 4.10 will produce from
this proper solution, a proper solution to the original embedding problem (2.10.1).
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4. Solving the embedding problem (2.10.1)
We have already observed in Section 3 that in order to obtain a proper solution
for the embedding problem (2.10.1), it suffices to produce a finite e´tale Galois p-
cover T ′ → UΥ such that Gal(k(T ′)/k(UΥ)) is a finite quotient of Mp and that the
embedding problem in (3.4.1) defined by the pair of maps (α′, ϕ′1) admits a proper
solution. Thus, in Subsection 4.4 we use patching techniques to build a curve T
over k[[t]] for which we can solve (α′, ϕ′1). In Subsection 4.7.1 we specialize this
solution to obtain a solution over k. Then in Subsection 4.10 we go on to use a
group theoretic argument to solve (2.10.1). Observe additionally that the proof of
the existence of a proper solution of the latter embedding problem will complete
the proof of Theorem 2.9. This geometric proof does not require that the field k is
countable, it works well for any algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0.
Hypothesis 4.1. From this point through Subsection 4.10 our goal is to solve the
embedding problem (2.10.1). It follows from Lemma 2.11 that it suffices to solve
split embedding problem (2.12.1). So we suppose we are already in the latter case.
We also assume that H is of order prime to p. As already mentioned above this
implies that the kernel H ′ of the latter embedding problem also has order prime to
p.
Remark 4.2. We actually do not need the hypothesis that H has order prime to
p for Subsection 4.10. Moreover the case complementary to it is a consequence of
the fact that every finite quasi p-embedding problem of the algebraic fundamental
group of a smooth connected affine curve C defined over an algebraically closed field
of characteristic p > 0 is properly solvable (cf. [Ha03, Corollary 4.6] and [Po95,
Theorem B]). The argument is given in Subsection 4.11.
Remark 4.3. The main idea of our construction is the following. We start on one
side with a G′-e´taleGalois cover of one the curves Up described above. Recall that
these curves satisfy the property that there exists an e´tale Galois cover Up/UΥ
whose Galois group equals a finite quotient of Mp. On the other side we consider
a H ′-e´tale Galois cover of an Artin-Schreier cover of P1k. Remember that our
goal is to solve the split embedding problem (2.12.1) and that H ′ is exactly the
kernel of this embedding problem. After deforming these covers they are patched
so as to produce a Γ′-Galois cover W of a curve T over Spec(k[[t]]). Taking the
generic fiber of W and then specializing it, we will obtain a Γ′-Galois cover of a
curve T ′ defined over k and this T ′ will be one of the Up’s previously defined.
4.4. Solving the embedding problem for some T .
4.4.1. Description of the G′-cover. Let G be a non-trivial finite quotient ofMp and
let φUp : Up → UΥ be the finite e´taleGalois p-cover of UΥ such that Gal(Up/UΥ) =
G, where UΥ is a finite e´tale cover of C satisfying Gal(KM/k(UΥ)) = Υ and Υ is
an open subgroup of M containing Mp (cf. diagram (3.1.1). The inclusion of
fundamental groups (3.3.1) and the argument presented in subsection 3.4 show
us that there exists an epimorphism ϕp : π1(Up) ։ G
′ such that ϕp = ϕ|pi1(Up)
(cf. (2.13.1)). This means that there exists an e´tale Galois cover V → Up with
G′ = Gal(V/Up).
Let UΥ be a smooth compactification of UΥ. Let X be the normalization of
UΥ in k(Up) and φX : X → UΥ the normalization morphism. The morphism φX
extends φUp to X , hence it is G-Galois and e´tale over UΥ. Similarly, let WX be
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the normalization of X in k(V ) and φWX :WX → X the normalization morphism.
This is a G′-Galois cover e´tale over φ−1X (UΥ).
4.4.2. Description of the H ′-cover. Let φY : Y → P1y be an Artin-Schreier cover
totally ramified over ∞. Denote its equation by zp − z = f(y), where f ∈ k[z] has
degree ν relatively prime to p. The genus of Y can be arbitrarily high, since it is
equal to (p− 1)(ν − 1)/2. For a discussion of other cases of wildly ramified covers
with arbitrarily large genus cf. [Pr06]. Thus, we may suppose that the genus g(Y )
of Y is at least max(2, r), where r denotes the minimal number of generators of H ′.
Since H ′ has order prime to p, it follows from [SGA1, Exp. X, Corollaire 3.10] that
there exists an e´tale H ′-Galois cover φWY : WY → Y . We reparametrize P
1
y so
that Y is totally ramified over y = 0. Denote by s ∈ Y the point lying over y = 0.
4.4.3. Descending to P1. Since k is algebraically closed, then k(UΥ)/k has a sep-
arating variable. Moreover, a stronger version of Noether’s normalization the-
orem [Ei95, Corollary 16.18] implies that there exists a finite proper k-morphism
φUΥ : UΥ → A
1
x which is furthermore generically separable. The branch locus of the
morphism will be of codimension 1, so it will be e´tale away from finitely many points.
After a reparametrization, if necessary, we may assume that none of these points
lie over x = 0. Moreover, φUΥ extends to a finite proper morphism φUΥ : UΥ → P
1
x.
Note that φ−1
UΥ
({x =∞}) = UΥ \ UΥ =: UΥ. Composing the latter morphism with
the G-Galois cover φX : X → UΥ we obtain φ′X := φX ◦ φUΥ : X → P
1
x. This
morphism is e´tale at the points of the set {r1, · · · , rn} := φ
′−1
X ({x = 0}).
4.4.4. Patching and deformation. Now we must patch together and deform the G′-
Galois cover φWX : WX → X and the H
′-Galois cover φWY : WY → Y . Let R,
resp. A, be rings such that Spec(R) = X \ φ′−1X ({x = ∞}), resp. Spec(A) = Y \
φ−1Y ({y =∞}). Hence, k[x] ⊂ R and k[y] ⊂ A. Let F := (R⊗kA⊗k k[[t]])/(t−xy)
and T f := Spec(F ). Let T be the Zariski closure of T f in Z := X ×Spec(k)
Y ×Spec(k) Spec(k[[t]]).
Observe that under the first, resp. second, projection of T inside Z, T is an
X-scheme, resp. an Y -scheme. Let WXT , resp. WY T be the normalization of an
irreducible dominating component of WX ×X T , resp. WY ×Y T .
We next state the items of [Ku06, Proposition 6.3] which we will need and give
a sketch of their proof. For a more detailed description see loc. cit.. We start with
the following notation.
Notation. Let X be a scheme over Spec(k[[t]]). We denote by X˜ its completion
along its closed fiber, i.e., its (t)-adic completion. Let G1 be a finite group and G2
a subgroup of G1. Given a G2-Galois cover Z
′ → Z of smooth connected curves
defined over k, it induces a disconnected G1-Galois cover Ind
G1
G2
(Z ′) → Z. The
upper curve consists of as many copies of Z ′ as the index of G2 in G1. For any
scheme X and finite group H, let HN (X) be the category of generically separable
coherent locally free sheaves of OX -algebras S endowed with a H-action which is
transitive on the geometric generic fibers of Spec(S)→ X .
Further notation. Let L := Spec(k[z]) be an affine line. The k-algebra ho-
momorphism k[[t]][z] → F defined by z 7→ x + y induces a Spec(k[[t]])-morphism
φ : T f → L∗ := L ×Spec(k) Spec(k[[t]]). Let λ ∈ L be the closed point corre-
sponding to the point z = 0. Since L is included in L∗ as the closed fiber, λ
can be viewed as a closed point of L∗ corresponding to the maximal idea (z, t)
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in k[[t]][z]. Denote by {τ1, · · · , τn} the inverse image φ−1(λ). The closed fiber
of T is a reducible curve consisting of X and n copies of Y , and each of these
copies of Y intersects X at one of the points {τ1, · · · , τn}. (This is because the
locus of t = 0 is the same as that of xy = 0 in T , and the locus of t = 0 and
x + y = 0 in T is the same as that of x = 0 and y = 0.) Thus, we can identify
the points {τ1, · · · , τn} with the points {r1, · · · , rn} on the X-part of the closed
fibre. Notice that on the “i-th copy” of Y , the point τi corresponds to s ∈ Y ,
the unique point lying over y = 0. Therefore, we actually consider {τ1, · · · , τn}
to be points lying in T . Let T 0 := T \ {τ1, · · · , τn}, TX := T 0 \ {x = 0} and
TY := T
0 \ {y = 0}. For each i = 1, · · · , n, let Tˆi := Spec(OˆT,τi). For each
i = 1, · · · , n, let KˆX,ri := frac(OˆX,ri), KX,ri := Spec(KˆX,ri [[t]] ×Spec(k[y]) OY,s),
KˆY,s := frac(OˆY,s) and KiY := Spec(KˆY,s[[t]]⊗Spec(k[x]) OX,ri).
One of the ingredients of the proposition is the following lemma proved in [Ku06,
Lemma 6.2] which is analogous to [Ha94, Corollary 2.2].
Lemma 4.5. For any finite group H, the base change functor
HN (T )→ HN (T˜X ∪ T˜Y )×HN (
⋃
n
i=1 KX,ri∪K
i
Y
)) HN
(
n⋃
i=1
Tˆi
)
is an equivalence of categories.
Proposition 4.6. [Ku06, Proposition 6.3] Let φWX : WX → X be an irreducible
normal G′-cover which is e´tale over r1, · · · , rn. Similarly, take φWY : WY → Y
to be an irreducible normal H ′-cover which is e´tale over s. Let WXT , resp. WY T ,
be the normalization of an irreducible dominating component of WX ×X T , resp.
WY ×Y T . Then there exists an irreducible normal Γ′-cover W → T satisfying the
following conditions
(1) W ×T T˜X = Ind
Γ′
G′( ˜WXT ×T TX).
(2) W ×T T˜Y = Ind
Γ′
H′( ˜WY T ×T TY ).
(3) W/H ′ ∼=WXT as an e´tale H ′-cover of T .
Sketch of proof. Denote the right hand sides of (1) and (2) in the proposition by
W˜X and W˜Y , respectively. The structural sheaf of their union W˜ 0 is an object of
Γ′N (T˜X∪T˜Y ). Using the fact that φWX is e´tale over each ri and φWY is e´tale over s,
one concludes that the restriction of W˜ 0 to
⋃n
i=1(KX,ri ∩K
i
Y ) is a Γ
′-cover induced
by the trivial cover. Denote by Wˆi the Γ
′-cover of Tˆi induced by the trivial cover.
The structural sheaf of Wˆ :=
⋃n
i=1 Wˆi is an object of Γ
′N (
⋃n
i=1 Tˆi). Moreover, the
restriction of Wˆ to
⋃n
i=1(KX,ri ∪ K
i
Y ) is a Γ
′-cover induced by the trivial cover.
After having fixed an isomorphism between two of these induced covers one can
apply Lemma 4.5. Then (1) and (2) follow immediately from this result. Finally
to obtain (3), it suffices to note that both W/H ′ and WXT restrict to the same
G′-covers over the patches T˜X , T˜Y and Tˆi, and then apply Lemma 4.5 again. 
Taking φWX : WX → X and φWY : WY → Y to be as defined in Subsections
4.4.1-4.4.3, and using Proposition 4.6, we obtain an irreducible normal Γ′-cover
W → T satisfying the conditions above. It remains to specialize this situation so
that (as stated in the introduction to Section 4) we will have produced a finite e´tale
Galois p-cover T ′ → UΥ such that Gal(k(T
′)/k(UΥ)) is a finite quotient ofMp and
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that the embedding problem in (3.4.1) defined by the pair of maps (α′, ϕ′1) admits
a proper solution.
4.6.1. The generic fiber. For any k[[t]]-scheme V , let Vg be its generic fiber over
k((t)) := frac(k[[t]]). Denote by B the locus of xy = t in UΥ ×Spec(k) P
1
y ×Spec(k)
Spec(k[[t]]). Let φX : X → UΥ, resp. φY : Y → P1y, be the cover of Subsubsection
4.4.1, resp. 4.4.2. The restriction of the map
φX × φY × id : X ×Spec(k) Y ×Spec(k) Spec(k[[t]]) −→
UΥ ×Spec(k) P
1
y ×Spec(k) Spec(k[[t]])
to T gives a morphism T → B.
The following diagram summarizes the situation
(4.6.1)
W
H′, e´tale
wwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
n
Γ′

''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
W/H ∼=WXT
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
   G′
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
WY T

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
wwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
T ⊂ Z
yy $$
wwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
WX
G′
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OO
X ×k Spec(k[[t]])

Y ×k Spec(k[[t]])

WY
H′
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
o
X
G,φX

B
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
O
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
Y
φY ,Z/pZ

UΥ

P1y
P1x.
Lemma 4.7. ( cf. [Ku06, Lemma 6.4]) Let X, Y and T be as in (4.6.1). Denote
G′ := G×Z/pZ. The morphism T → B yields a G′-Galois cover T g → UΥ×Spec(k)
Spec(k((t))).
Proof. We observe first that Bg = UΥ ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t))). Next, it follows from
the definition of T that the function field of its generic fiber T g over k((t)) is the
compositum of L1 := k(X)⊗k k((t)) and L2 := k(Y )⊗k k((t)). But these fields are
linearly disjoint over k((t)). In fact, k(X) is a finite extension of k(x) and k(Y ) is a
finite extension of k(t/x) (recall that y = t/x). Hence (k(X)⊗k k((t))) ∩ (k(Y )⊗k
k((t))) = k((t)). The lemma now is a consequence of [FrJa05, Chapter 2, Lemma
2.5.6]. 
Recall that UΥ = UΥ \ UΥ. Since the branch locus of W g → T g is determined
by that of W → T , then W g → T g is ramified only at the points points of T g lying
above those in UΥ ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t))). Moreover, T
g → UΥ ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t)))
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is ramified only at the points of UΥ ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t))). So, we get a sequence of
coverings with the following groups and ramification behavior :
(4.7.1)
W g
Γ′
""D
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
W g
H′, e´tale

W g/H ∼=W
g
XT
G′, branched only at points lying over UΥ×Spec(k)Spec(k((t)))

T g
G′, branched only at UΥ×Spec(k)Spec(k((t)))

UΥ ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t))).
4.7.1. Specialization. In order to obtain a similar sequences of coverings over the
field k with the same ramification behavior we need the following specialization
result.
Proposition 4.8. [Ku06, Proposition 6.6] Let k be an algebraically closed field and
X0, · · · , X3 normal projective curves defined over Spec(k[[t]]). Denote by X
g
i the
corresponding generic fibers. Assume the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) For i = 1, 2, 3, the curve Xi has generically smooth closed fiber denoted by
X0i .
(2) For i = 1, 2, 3, there exists proper surjective morphisms ψi : Xi → Xi−1 de-
fined over Spec(k[[t]]). Denote by ψgi : X
g
i → X
g
i−1 the induced morphisms
on the generic fibers.
(3) The morphisms ψi from part (2) are Galois covers such that the group
corresponding to ψ1 is G′, to ψ2 is G′ and to ψ3 is H ′. The composite
morphism ψ3 ◦ ψ2 is also a Galois cover with group Γ′
(4) There exists a smooth projective curve Y0 defined over k such that X
g
0 =
Y0 ×Spec(k) Spec(k((t)).
(5) The curve Xg1 has genus at least 1.
(6) Let ζ1, · · · , ζr ∈ Y0 and ξ1, · · · , ξr ∈ X
g
0 be the points induced by them.
Suppose that the composite morphism ψg3 ◦ ψ
g
2 ◦ ψ
g
1 is e´tale away from
{ξ1, · · · , ξr}.
Then there exist smooth connected projective curves Y1, Y2, Y3 defined over k and
morphisms ηi : Yi → Yi−1 for i = 1, 2, 3 such that their composite η3 ◦ η2 ◦ η1 is
e´tale away from {ζ1, · · · , ζr}. Finally the morphisms η1, η2, η3, η3 ◦ η2 are Galois
covers with groups G′, G′, H ′ and Γ′, respectively.
Sketch of proof. The first observation is that since H ′, G′ and Γ′ are finite groups,
then the covers ψi actually descend toGalois covers of connected Spec(A)-schemes
ψi,A : Xi,A → Xi−1,A, where A ⊂ k[[t]] is a regular finite type k[t]-algebra. More-
over, each ψi,A still has the same group as ψi. Let E := Spec(A[t−1]). By taking
the base changes Xi,E := Xi,A ×Spec(A) Spec(E) and considering the induced mor-
phisms ψi,E , they still have the same groups. Note that X0,E ∼= Y0 ×Spec(k) E.
Furthermore, for each i = 1, · · · , r, denote by ζi,E the point induced by ζi in X0,E
for each i = 1, · · · , r and observe that ψ3,E ◦ ψ2,E ◦ ψ1,E is only ramified over
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{ζ1,E, · · · , ζr,E}. The proof is completed by showing that there exists an non-
empty open subset E′ of E so that the fiber of ψi,E over each closed point of E
′ is
irreducible and non-empty. 
It follows from Proposition 4.8 that there exist smooth connected projective
curves W s, W sXT and T
s defined over k such that we have a sequence of coverings
with the same group and ramification behavior as (4.7.1)
(4.8.1) W s
φWs ,Γ
′
&&
W s
H′, e´tale

W s/H ′ ∼=W sXT
G′, branched only at points lying over UΥ

T ′ := φ−1T s (UΥ)
// // T s
φTs ,G
′, branched only at UΥ

UΥ.
The Γ′-Galois cover φW s (which is e´tale over T
′) gives a proper solution λ′T ′ of
the embedding problem
(4.8.2) π1(T
′)
λ′
T ′
||||yy
yy
yy
yy
ϕ′
T ′


Γ′
α
// // G′.
Remark 4.9. The diagram (4.8.1) [in its lower part] shows that T ′ (defined as the
pre-image of UΥ under the G′-Galois cover φT s : T s → UΥ) is indeed an e´tale
G′-Galois cover of UΥ. Moreover, Remark 3.3 and Lemma 2.8 assure us that G′ is
a finite quotient of Mp. Hence, it belongs to the family of groups described in 3.2.
4.10. Solving (2.10.1) for N . .
As T ′ is a curve, π1(T
′) is projective and so by Lemma 2.11 we have a proper
solution λT ′ of the following embedding problem :
(4.10.1) π1(T
′)
λT ′
||||yy
yy
yy
yy
y
ϕT ′


Γ
α
// // G.
Thus we are now in the situation described by the following diagram
(4.10.2) N
ψ


// // π1(T
′)
ϕT ′
{{{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
// // π1(C)
ϕ
uuuujjj
jjjj
jjjj
jjj
jjjj
j
Γ
α
// // G,
where Ker(α) is minimal normal and is contained in M(Γ). Denote Ψ := (λT ′)|N .
Observe that α(λT ′ (N)) = ϕT ′(N) = ψ(N) = G. Whence λT ′(N) ·M(Γ) = Γ,
because H ≤ M(Γ). Since λT ′(N) is a normal subgroup of Γ, we conclude from
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[RiZa00, Proposition 8.3.6] that Ψ(N) = Γ, i.e., Ψ is a proper solution to the
embedding problem (2.10.1).
4.11. The case where p divides the order of H. Since H is minimal normal in
Γ, then H is generated by its Sylow-p subgroups, i.e., H is a finite quasi-p group.
It follows from [Po95, Theorem B] or [Ha03, Corollary 4.6] that every finite quasi-p
embedding problem of smooth connected affine curves defined over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p has a proper solution. Now, it suffices to repeat the
argument of Subsection 4.10. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.1 and group theoretic consequences
In this section we obtain group theoretic consequences from Theorems 2.7 and
2.9. In particular we prove in Corollary 5.5 that given a normal subgroup N of
π1(C), every proper open subgroup of N is a free profinite group. As a conse-
quence, we obtain Kumar’s result [Ku06, Theorem 4.1] showing that the commu-
tator subgroup of π1(C) is a free profinite group of countable rank (see Corollary
5.7).
Definition 5.1. A profinite group is said to be virtually free, if it has an open free
subgroup.
Theorem 5.2. Let C, resp. C1, resp. C2, be smooth connected affine curves defined
over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 of countable cardinality.
Let π1(C), resp. π1(C1), resp. π1(C2), be their respective algebraic fundamental
groups. Let N be a normal subgroup of π1(C) such that a Sylow-p subgroup Mp of
the quotient group M = π1(C)/N is infinitely generated. Then
(1) N is a virtually free profinite group.
(2) Let G1 ⊳ π1(C1) and G2 ⊳ π1(C2) be two normal subgroups such that the
quotients π1(C1)/G1 and π1(C2)/G2 have infinitely generated Sylow-p sub-
groups. Then G1 and G2 are isomorphic if and only if G1/MS(G1) ∼=
G2/MS(G2) for every finite simple group S.
(3) N is a free profinite group of countable rank if and only if N/MS(N) is
infinite for every finite simple group S.
Proof. Theorem 2.9 together with [RiZa00, Corollary 8.5.8] implies (1) and together
with [RiZa00, Theorem 8.5.2] implies (2). Item (3) is a consequence of (2) and
Theorem 2.7 (item (4)). 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 2.9 and the next two theorems
which are proved similarly as in [Za05, Theorem 2.4, Corollary 2.5 and Theorem
2.6], respectively. For the convenience of the reader we include their proofs, tak-
ing into account that algebraic fundamental groups under consideration here (in
contrast with the previous paper) are those of smooth connected affine curves over
algebraically closed fields of positive characteristic and countable cardinality.
Theorem 5.3. Let π1(C) be the algebraic fundamental group of a smooth connected
affine curve C defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0 of
countable cardinality. Let N be a normal subgroup of π1(C) such that a Sylow-p
subgroup Mp of the quotient group M = π1(C)/N is infinitely generated. Then N
is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of a free profinite group of countable rank.
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Proof. By Theorems 2.9 and 2.7 (item (1)), N is isomorphic to an accessible sub-
group of infinite index of a free profinite group of countable rank. Therefore, by
Theorem 2.7 (item (2)), we just need to show that N/Ml(N) is infinite or trivial for
any prime l. Note that by definition N/Ml(N) is the maximal elementary abelian
pro-l quotient of N
Suppose N/Ml(N) is finite. Then Ml(N) is open in N and thus there exists
an open subgroup M of π1(C) such that Ml(M) ∩ N = Ml(N). The group M
is isomorphic to the algebraic fundamental group π1(U) of a finite e´tale cover U
of C. Moreover, N is the intersection of such M’s. Put M(l) := M/Rl(M),
N := NRl(M)/Rl(M).
If l = p, then M(p) is a free pro-p group of countable rank (cf. [Ha00, Corollary
3.7]). Moreover, as N is a normal subgroup of M(p), it is a free pro-p group
of countable rank, unless it is trivial (cf. [RiZa00, Proposition 8.6.3]). Hence,
N/Mp(N) is infinite or trivial, as needed.
Suppose l 6= p. Observe now that we can choose M satisfying the property
Ml(M) ∩N = Ml(N) with index in π1(C) as large as we wish. In particular, the
genus g of the smooth compactification U of U and the finite number r of points
of U \ U , may be taken arbitrarily large. Let π1(U) ։ π1(U)(l) be the quotient
homomorphism to the maximal pro-l quotient of π1(U). It is known from the last
statement of [SGA1, Exp. XIII, Corollaire 2.12] that the maximal pro-prime-to-p
quotient π1(U)
(p′) of π1(U) is a free profinite group on t = 2g + r − 1 generators.
Taking its maximal pro-l-quotient it coincides with π1(U)
(l). Hence the latter
group is a free pro-l of rank t = 2g + r − 1. We deduce from all this reasoning an
epimorphism Υ ։ Fˆt, where the latter group is a free pro-l group of rank t. This
epimorphism factors throughM(l) and since N is a normal subgroup ofM(l) it has
rank at least t. But t can be chosen larger than the minimal number of generators
of N/Ml(N), this yields a contradiction. 
Remark 5.4. In fact [Ha00, Corollary 3.7] proves a bit more than what was stated
above. Although we do not require it for our purposes, it follows from the above
that for every smooth affine connected varietyX defined over an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic p > 0, the maximal pro-p quotient π1(X)
(p) of the algebraic
fundamental group π1(X) of X is free in as many generators as the cardinality of
k.
In the case of smooth connected projective curves X , it was already known to
Shafarevic˘ [Sh47, Theorem 2] that π1(X) is free in γX generators, where γX
denotes the p-rank of X (i.e., the Fp-dimension of the p-torsion subgroup JX [p] of
the Jacobian variety JX of X). The number γX is bounded above by the genus
of X . For a proof of the same result in the spirit of e´tale cohomology cf. [Cr84,
Theorem 1.9].
Corollary 5.5. Every proper open subgroup of N is a free profinite group.
Proof. The result follows from the preceding theorem combined with [RiZa00, The-
orem 8.7.1]. 
Theorem 5.6. Let π1(C) be the algebraic fundamental group of a smooth connected
affine curve C defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0 of
countable cardinality. Let N be a characteristic subgroup of π1(C) such that there
exists a Sylow-p subgroup Mp of M = π1(C)/N which is infinitely generated. Then
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N is isomorphic to a characteristic subgroup of a free profinite group of countable
rank.
Proof. Let S be a finite simple group. By Theorem 2.9 and Theorem 2.7 (item (3)),
we just need to show that N/MS(N) is either infinite or trivial. If S has a prime
order l, then this is already contained in the proof of Theorem 5.3.
Suppose now that N/MS(N) is finite non-trivial. Then there exists a proper
open normal subgroupM of π1(C) containing N such that MS(M)∩N =MS(N).
Note that M is isomorphic to π1(U) for some finite e´tale Galois cover U of C.
Assume S is a non-abelian simple group of order divisible by p and let Γ be a finite
direct product of S. By the simplicity of S and the divisibility by p condition, S is
quasi-p, i.e., is generated by its Sylow p-subgroups. Next consider the embedding
problem (π1(U)։ {1}, α : Γ։ {1}). Since Ker(α) = Γ is a quasi-p group, then by
[Po95, Theorem B] or [Ha03, Corollary 4.6], the latter embedding problem admits a
proper solution π1(U)։ Γ. Therefore we also have an epimorphismM/MS(M)։
Γ. A fortiori, M/MS(M) cannot be finite. Hence, M/MS(M) equals an infinite
direct product of copies of S, whence it does not have finite characteristic subgroups,
which yields a contradiction. Consequently, #(N/MS(N)) is prime to p.
Observe now that we can choose M satisfying the property MS(M) ∩ N =
MS(N) with index in π1(C) as large as we wish. In particular, the genus g of the
smooth compactification U of U and the finite number r of points of U \U , may be
taken arbitrarily large. Again we consider the quotient map π1(U)։ π1(U)
(p′) to
the maximal pro-prime-to-p quotient of π1(U). It follows from the last statement
of [SGA1, exp. XIII, corollaire 2.12] that π1(U)
(p′) is isomorphic to the maximal
pro-prime-to-p quotient of a free profinite group of rank 2g + r − 1, so it is free of
rank t = 2g + r − 1. We deduce from all this reasoning an epimorphism M։ Fˆt,
where the latter group is a free pro-prime-to-p group of rank t. Thus, Fˆt/MS(Fˆt) is
a quotient ofM/MS(M). Since the order of Fˆt/MS(Fˆt) tends to infinity as t does,
we may assume that the order of Υ/MS(M) is larger than the order of N/MS(N).
But N/MS(N) is characteristic inM/MS(M) ∼=
∏
S, so N/MS(N) = {1}, because
a finite product
∏
S does not have any proper characteristic subgroup. 
As a corollary we obtain the main result of Kumar [Ku06, Theorem 4.1].
Corollary 5.7. The commutator subgroup of π1(C) is a free profinite group of
countable rank.
Proof. Let K be the commutator subgroup of π1(C). Since this group is char-
acteristic and π1(C)/K has an infinitely generated Sylow-p subgroup (cf. [Ha00,
Corollary 3.7]), by the preceding theorem it is isomorphic to a characteristic sub-
group of a free profinite group of countable rank. It then follows from Theorem 2.7
(item (3)) that K/MS(K) is either trivial or infinite. Hence, by Theorem 5.2 (item
(3)), it suffices to show that K/MS(K) is non-trivial for every finite simple group
S.
Suppose that S is non-abelian. If the order of S is divisible by p, then S is a
quasi-p group and by Abhyankar’s conjecture (completely proved in [Ha94]), S
is necessarily a quotient of π1(C). Hence the quotient π1(C)/MS(π1(C)) is non-
trivial. If p does not divide the order of S, then after replacing C by an e´tale
Galois cover C′ of C of p-power order whose fundamental group still contains
K, and using the fact that C′ can be chosen of arbitrarily high genus, we may
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assume that 2g + r − 1 ≥ 2, where g is the genus of C, r = #(C \ C) and C is a
smooth compactification of C. Since S can be generated by at most 2 elements,
it follows that S is indeed a quotient of π1(C) and therefore π1(C)/MS(π1(C)) is
non-trivial. In particular, the group π1(C)/MS(π1(C)) is a nontrivial quotient of
K, so K/MS(K)) is non-trivial.
As already observed we may and will assume that 2g−2+ r ≥ 2. For S of prime
order l 6= p, we observe that the maximal pro-l quotient π1(C)(l) is isomorphic
to the maximal pro-l-quotient of a free profinite group of rank 2g + r − 1, so it
is free pro-l of rank t = 2g + r − 1. So taking an open subgroup M of π1(C)
containing K of sufficiently large index we see that its maximal pro-l quotientM(l)
is not abelian, and therefore the image of K there is non-trivial (since K contains
the commutator of M). Similarly, when l = p, it follows from Remark 5.4 that
π1(C)
(p) is a free pro-p group with rank ℵ0. In particular, by choosing an open
subgroup M of π1(C) we arrive at the same conclusion (i.e. that the image of K
in M(p) cannot be trivial). 
Remark 5.8. The techniques of the proof of the above result can be used to prove
a more general result. LetN be the kernel of an epimorphism of π1(C) to an abelian
profinite group having infinitely generated p-Sylow. Then N is free. Indeed, in this
case N satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.9, hence it is homogenous. It follows
from Theorem 2.7(4) that in order to prove that N is free, we need to show that
N/MS(N) is infinite for every finite simple group S. In the case where S is abelian,
this follows exactly as in Corollary 5.7 using Theorem 5.3 instead of Theorem 5.6
and the item (2) of Theorem 2.7 instead of item (3). In the case where S is non-
abelian, suppose that N/MS(N) =
∏n
S is finite and denote R :=
∏n+1
S. As
was observed in the proof of Corollary 5.7, after having replaced π1(C) by an open
normal subgroup M of π1(C) containing N , we may assume that C has genus
sufficiently large to allow the existence of an epimorphism f : π1(C) ։ R. Since
R is perfect and the quotient modulo π1(C)/N is abelian, then f(N) = R. This
contradicts N/MS(N) =
∏n
S. Thus N/MS(N) is infinite.
Next we give an example that is covered by Theorem 2.9, but not covered by the
results of Kumar.
Example 5.9. Let p be a prime number and let S be a simple non-abelian group
containing a non-trivial Sylow p-subgroup. Let M = (
∏
S) × Cp be a direct
product of a countable direct power of S by a group of order p. Then M is quasi-p
group (i.e., it is generated by its Sylow p-subgroups). Moreover, M = lim←−J MJ ,
where J ranges over finite sets and MJ =
∏
J S a finite direct power of S. Since
for |J1| > |J2| the embedding problem
(5.9.1) π1(C)
ψ


MJ1
α
// // MJ2 .
admits a proper solution (because the kernel of α is a direct product of a finite
number of copies of S, and so it is a finite quasi p-group, cf. [Po95, Theorem B]), the
universal property of the inverse limit provides an epimorphism η1 : π1(C) ։ M .
Thus we can write M as a quotient M = π1(C)/N of π1(C) by a normal subgroup
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N . The quotient group M/Cp has an infinitely generated Sylow p-subgroup. The
composition of the epimorphism η1 with the natural quotient epimorphism η2 :
M ։ M/Cp, induces an epimorphism η3 : π1(C) ։ M/Cp. Therefore, M/Cp can
also be written as a quotient π1(C)/Np of π1(C) by a normal subgroup Np. It
now follows from Theorem 2.9 that Np is homogeneous. Since N is open in Np,
we conclude that it is indeed free (as actually any proper open subgroup of Np) by
Corollary 5.5. 
6. Appendix
We rewrite here the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [Za05], where the embedding prob-
lem (2.6.1) is properly solved for a projective normal subgroup N of the algebraic
fundamental group Γ of a smooth connected projective curve of genus g > 1 de-
fined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Recall that this group
is just the profinite completion of the topological fundamental group Πtop of a
compact Riemann surface of genus g > 1 (cf. [SGA1, Expose´ X, end of p. 208
and beginning of p. 209]). The group Πtop admits a presentation of the form
Πtop = 〈xi, yi |
∏g
i=1[xi, yi] = 1, i = 1, . . . , g〉. Here we exploit this presentation; in
particularly we rely heavily on the relation
∏g
i=1[xi, yi] = 1. In the case of posi-
tive characteristic an explicit presentation for π1(C) is not available. Therefore, in
order to get (as we did) a similar statement in positive characteristic (for smooth
connected affine curves), it was necessary to use methods from algebraic geometry
which allow us to construct solutions for embedding problems.
The present proof simplifies the proof of [Za05] and eliminates small but em-
barrassing errors. Note also that we do not need here splitting of the embedding
problem.
Lemma 6.1. Let Γ = 〈xi, yi |
∏g
i=1[xi, yi]〉 be the the algebraic fundamental group
of a smooth connected projective curve of genus g > 1 defined over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero. Consider the following finite embedding problem:
(6.1.1) Γ
f


A
α
// // B.
Suppose it admits a weak solution ϕ : Γ −→ A such that ϕ(x1) = ϕ(x2) = · · · =
ϕ(xsn+s) and ϕ(y1) = ϕ(y2) = · · · = ϕ(ysn+s), where n = |Kϕ(Γ)| and s is
the minimal number of generators of K = ker(α). Then (6.1.1) admits a proper
solution.
Proof. We use the notation [x, y] for x−1y−1xy and g¯ for ϕ(g) in the argument that
follows. Choose a minimal set of generators k1, . . . , ks of K. Let η be a map that
sends xin+1, xin+2, . . . xin+n to x¯sn+i+1ki+1 for all i = 0, . . . s−1 and coincides with
ϕ on the other generators. Then η extends to a homomorphism if
[η(x1), η(y1)] . . . [η(xg), η(yg)] = 1
(since this would mean that the homomorphism from a free profinite group
F (x1, y1, . . . , xg, yg) −→ A extending η factors through Γ).
Since [x¯in+1ki, y¯in+1] ∈ Kϕ(Γ) one has ([x¯in+1ki, y¯in+1])n = 1 = ([x¯in+1, y¯in+1])n.
Therefore [η(x1), η(y1)] · · · [η(xsn), η(ysn)] =
∏s−1
i=0 ([x¯in+1ki, y¯in+1])
n = 1 as well as
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[x¯1, y¯1] · · · [x¯sn, y¯sn] =
∏s−1
i=0 ([x¯in+1, y¯in+1])
n = 1. But
[η(xsn+1), η(ysn+1)] · · · [η(xg), η(yg)] = [x¯sn+1, y¯sn+1] · · · [x¯g, y¯g].
It follows that [η(x1), η(y1)] · · · [η(xg), η(yg)] = [x¯1, y¯1] · · · [x¯g, y¯g] = 1 as needed.
Thus η extends to a homomorphism ψ : Γ −→ A such that f = αψ. But
ψ(x−11 xsn+1) = k1, . . . , ψ(x
−1
n(s−1)+1xns+s) = ks
so ψ is an epimorphism and the lemma is proved. 
The next lemma shows that by replacing Γ with an open subgroup of sufficiently
large index, we can reduce ourselves to the situation of Lemma 6.1.
Lemma 6.2. Let N be a projective subgroup of Γ and consider the embedding
problem
(6.2.1) N
f


A
α
// // B,
where A, B are finite. Then there exists an open subgroup U of Γ containing N
and an embedding problem
(6.2.2) U
η


A
α
// // B,
satisfying hypothesis of Lemma 6.1 such that the restriction η|N = f .
Proof. Since N is projective there exists a homomorphism f ′ : N −→ A such that
αϕ(N) = B. Put B′ = f ′(N).
By Lemma 8.3.8 in [RZ-2000] there exists an open subgroup U of Γg containing
N and an epimorphism ϕ : U −→ B′ such that ϕ|N = f
′. Since an open subgroup
of Γg is again a profinite surface group, replacing Γg by U we may assume the
existence of the following commutative diagram:
(6.2.3) N
f


//
f ′
~~}}
}}
}}
}}
Γg
ϕ0







ϕwwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
B′
   
AA
AA
AA
AA
A
α
// // B,
where the top horizontal map is the natural inclusion. Let Ui be the family of
all open subgroups of Γg containing N . Then ϕi := ϕ|Ui is an epimorphism for
every i. Note that every Ui is again a profinite surface group and so has a pre-
sentation Ui = 〈x1, y1, . . . xgi , ygi |
∏gi
j=1[xi, yi]〉, where the genus gi of Ui can
be computed by the formula gi − 1 = [Γg : Ui](g − 1) (we abusing notation of
course, for different i, the elements x1, y1 . . . are not the same and not the same
as those in Γ). This means that we can choose i with the number of genera-
tors of Ui sufficiently large, so that there exists i with ϕ(xj1 ) = · · · = ϕ(xjsn+s)
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and ϕ(yj1) = · · · = ϕ(yjsn+s), where n = |K||B
′|, s is the minimal number of
generators of K and jl > jk whenever l > k. We shall use the notation x
y
for y−1xy in the argument to follow. Suppose j1 6= 1. Then
∏gi
j=1[xj , yj ] =
[xj1 , yj1 ]([x1, y1] · · · [xj1−1, yj1−1])
[xj1 ,yj1 ][xj1+1, yj1+1] · · · [xgi , ygi ] so replacing the
generators x1, y1, . . . , xj1−1, yj1−1 by x
[xj1 ,yj1 ]
1 , y
[xj1 ,yj1 ]
1 , . . . x
[xj1 ,yj1 ]
j−1 , y
[xj1 ,yj1 ]
j−1 we may
assume that j1 = 1. Continuing similarly, we in fact may assume that ϕ(x1) =
ϕ(x2) = · · · = ϕ(xsn+s) and ϕ(y1) = ϕ(y2) = · · · = ϕ(ysn+s). 
We now solve the embedding problem for an accessible projective subgroup N ,
having N normal as a particular case. Note that only in this proof we assume the
minimality of the kernel K.
Theorem 6.3. A projective accessible subgroup N of Γ is isomorphic to an acces-
sible subgroup of a free profinite group.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7 we just need to solve the following embedding problem for
N :
(6.3.1) N
f


A
α
// // B,
where A, B are finite, K := Ker(α) is minimal normal and K ≤M(A).
By two preceding lemmas we have an open subgroup N ≤ U ≤ Γ and an epimor-
phism ψ : U −→ A such that α(ψ(N) = B and so ψ(N)M(A) = A. Since ψ(N) is
a subnormal subgroup of A by Proposition 8.3.6 in [RZ] ψ(N) = A as needed. 
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